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Abstract
Calculating mechanical properties of structures at the nanoscale is a problematic task.
Different methods exist for performing the calculations but there is always a trade off
between speed and accuracy. This work explores a number of different methods for simu-
lating nanostructures. First, it describes a novel extension to an atomistic finite element
method to enable it to perform calculations of the piezoelectric properties of nanos-
tructures. The results are then compared with those from molecular mechanics methods.
Next it benchmarks various reactive molecular mechanics potentials and electronic struc-
ture methods as tools for predicting the tensile strengths and strains at failure of carbon-
carbon bonds. The third-order density-functional tight-binding method (DFTB3) and
the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order potential (AIREBO) are shown
to offer the best accuracy while still being computationally cheap enough to model nanos-
tructures. Finally, the two most successful methods from the previous section, DFTB3
and AIREBO, are applied to a selection of nanoribbons undergoing uniaxial tensile strain
to the point of failure. The importance of the electronic structure to the mechanical prop-
erties is examined and a previously unseen relationship between the tensile modulus of
armchair nanoribbons and their nanoribbon index is revealed. Additionally, calculations
of the tensile properties of experimentally derived nanoribbons are performed that show
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This thesis examines various methods for modelling the mechanical behaviours of nanos-
tructures. These methods have been developed by chemists and physicists for calculating
various properties of small molecules or infinite crystals. However, as technology becomes
smaller it is becoming feasible to design structures at the nanoscale which is drawing
in engineers to this atomic scale world. At this lengthscale the traditional structural
engineering approach of continuum mechanics is much harder to apply and in many in-
stances it makes more sense to consider the discreet atoms directly. The interactions
between atoms are responsible for many macroscopic material properties but are them-
selves caused by the interactions of sub-atomic particles. At the sub-atomic level it is
necessary to consider the behaviour of electrons interacting with the positively charged
atomic nuclei which requires the use of quantum mechanics. This thesis provides an
overview of different methods for modelling matter at the atomic scale and applies these
methods to various nanostructures.
The techniques used in this work have existed since the mid twentieth century and have
been developed and used by chemists and physicists for investigating chemical processes
and solid state electronics. These methods are a mature technology and are widely
accepted within these communities but it is important to recognise that there is often an
implicit understanding of their limitations. The work presented here provides insight into
some of these issues and highlights how incorrect results can be obtained from calculation
schemes which appear to be capable of modelling all the required physics. Chapter 3
introduces a method called atomistic finite element method and explains its similarities
and differences from conventional molecular mechanics methods. The conclusion of that
work questions whether the atomistic finite element method really provides anything
of value over the conventional approach. In chapter 4 the ability of different calculation
schemes to reliably investigate bond breaking events, which are relevant to understanding
catastrophic failure at the atomic scale, are studied. The work shows that the complexity
of such events makes it difficult to simulate even when including the quantum mechanical
behaviour of electrons in the calculations. Chapter 5 shows that calculations of the tensile
moduli, which is much easier to investigate theoretically than tensile strength, of carbon
nanoribbons benefit from including quantum mechanics in the calculations. At that level
of theory a pattern emerges in the moduli of the ribbons, when increasing the ribbon
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width, which is not seen when using simpler models.
This thesis includes some of the mathematical theory that underlies the methods that
it uses, but it may be worth considering reading some books for a more detailed under-
standing. The book “Quantum physics of atoms, molecules, solids, nuclei and particles”
by Eisberg and Resnick [1] provides a useful introduction to quantum mechanics as
does “Quantum Mechanics” by Rae [2]. The book “Modern Quantum Chemistry: in-
troduction to advanced electronic structure theory” by Szabo and Ostlund [3] provides
a detailed overview of how quantum mechanics can be applied to the problem of elec-
trons in molecules and is highly recommended. For a more general overview of molecular
modelling there is “Molecular Modelling: Principles and Applications” by Leach [4] and
“Introduction to Computational Chemistry” by Jensen [5]. There are many more books
that cover these topics but those listed above are strongly recommended by the author
who found them extremely useful in producing this work.
The most important message this thesis can convey is the need for care when performing
atomistic calculations. There are many different calculation schemes available which vary
in complexity in both the underlying theory and the computational implementation. At
one end these calculations can be rapidly performed on a desktop computer and at the
other it can take days of walltime on a powerful cluster. It is always necessary to try to
validate a method before using it, which can be very challenging, and to check to see if
there is a more appropriate calculation method available. It is hoped that this document
will help shine a light on some of these issues and make it easier for others to apply these
methods to simulations of nanostructures.
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Computer simulations of materials allow the prediction of properties and behaviour that
would otherwise be inaccessible. These tools have been developed over decades and
across many disciplines in order to make predictions based on known physics. They are
used across lengthscales to understand everything from the airflow around an aeroplane
wing to chemical reactions in the human body. They can be used to determine the
accuracy of theory compared with experimental results by numerically solving otherwise
unsolvable equations. However, they are always limited by underlying assumptions and
approximations. This work investigates simulation methods for probing the behaviour
of nanostructures. The lengthscales of interest for this task are between those which can
be comfortably modelled using most standard methods.
The development of nanostructures has seen significant growth over the last thirty years.
In the 1980s much effort was applied to synthesising carbon nanostructures and suc-
ceeded with the production of Buckminster fullerenes [1]. In the early 1990s carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) were produced [2], an intriguing form of carbon for which potential
applications are still being investigated. During this period scientists starting looking
for new structures to synthesise, including those made of elements other than carbon,
but in many cases these materials were first investigated numerically using modelling
techniques developed for theoretical chemistry. The search for new nanostructures has
been led by theoretical predictions and many potential structures with interesting and
useful properties have been investigated.
Despite the vast array of nanostructures that have been discovered and synthesised there
are still few applications for these materials. One of the earliest suggested applications for
CNTs was to use them as reinforcement in polymers to improve the polymer’s mechanical
properties. Carbon fibre reinforced polymers had demonstrated that it was possible to
achieve considerable weight savings over metal alloys using carbon based composite ma-
terials. The greater strength and stiffness of carbon nanotubes compared to carbon fibres
suggested that CNT reinforced polymers could prove to have even better performance.
However, using CNTs for this purpose created new problems, limiting their usability in
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composite materials. Carbon nanotubes propensity to stick to each other through van der
Waals forces and to become entangled with each other makes it difficult to disperse them
in a polymer resin or melt. This limits the concentration of CNTs that can be mixed
into a polymer [3] which in turn limits the improvement in the mechanical properties
compared with the pure polymer.
Research on the use of CNTs for composite materials continues but mostly to fulfil specific
roles within carbon fibre reinforced polymers. One such role uses CNTs to improve
the interlaminar shear strength of carbon fibre laminates by growing them directly on
microscale fibres [4]. Another uses aligned CNTs between layers of carbon fibres to
improve the interlaminar toughness [5]. Magnetically aligned functionalised CNTs may
be used to provide aligned fibre repair patches on damaged carbon fibre structures [6].
There is still much work to be done for these applications to reach commercial viability
and there are still efforts being made to improve CNT reinforced polymers.
The next big discovery in the field of nanomaterials was the synthesis of graphene, a two
dimensional lattice of carbon atoms [7]. This material not only displays the high strength
and stiffness associated with other carbon based materials but it also possesses interest-
ing electrical properties. However, the major problem in using graphene in electrical
components is its lack of a band gap. One method for inducing a band gap in graphene
is to create narrow channels made of graphene either through additive functionalisation
or by forming narrow graphene strips. The second of these options gave rise to another
family of nanostructures referred to as nanoribbons. The properties and behaviour of
graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) were examined theoretically prior to the first synthesis of
graphene [8]. GNRs have been produced using bottom up synthesis methods [9] which
has led to an increasing variety of GNRs, with different GNRs distinguished by their edge
shapes. These nanostructures have considerable potential for use in nanocomposites.
The growing range of nanostructures have unique physical properties. It is the purpose of
the work here to explore different methods for characterising such properties and to apply
them to specific materials. This chapter starts by introducing some important theories
relating to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons which are applicable to carbon nanotubes
and graphene nanoribbons. It then introduces the main computational methods that
have been used both historically and in the work presented here. Then there is a brief
history of carbon nanotubes, boron nitride nanotubes and graphene nanoribbons and a
review of experimental and theoretical investigations of these materials. Finally, there is
a review of the development of nanocomposite materials, which are the motivation for
the work presented here, and then conclusions and an overview of the structure of this
thesis .
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: The two equivalent Kekulé structures of benzene. The structure of benzene was predicted
to be a based on a mixture of these two equivalent diagrams.
1.1 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon chemistry
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are molecules made of hydrogen and carbon
atoms containing aromatic rings of carbon atoms. This family of materials include a
wide variety of materials with very different behaviours. They can be small molecules
such as anthracene or nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene or graphene
nanoribbons. The most basic aromatic hydrocarbon is benzene whose structure was of
great interest to chemists in the nineteenth century (see figure 1.1). The arrangement
of its bonds would be a matter of debate for some time and would help inspire one of
the most well recognised chemical notations: Kekulé structures. These diagrams allow
chemists to understand the structure and chemistry of PAHs and the broader family of
organic chemicals containing carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. Kekulé suggested
that benzene should be considered as a combination of two structures both containing
six carbon atoms in a ring connected with alternating single and double bonds [10].
The explanation for this type of structure would require the development of quantum
mechanical theories of molecular bonding and would give rise to the idea of aromatic
bonding [11]. Hückel would build on this idea and use it to explain the underlying
mechanism of the relative stability of benzene. Later attempts to expand Hückel’s 4n+2
rule from monocyclic benzene to polycyclic hydrocarbons would yield Clar’s rule [12].
Clar’s rule states that the structure that allows for the greatest number of π-sextet
aromatic rings is the most stable electronic configuration. It is this structure that will
determine the behaviour of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecule.
The basic method for applying Clar’s method for graphing a PAH is to draw the maximum
number of circles, representing π-sextets, in all non-adjacent benzene rings so that any
bonds not involved in these π-sextets can be modified to complete the Kekulé structure.
The method for constructing these diagrams is shown in figure 1.2. This method allows
the easy classification of different types of PAH structures based on the possible types of
Clar diagrams. First there are fully benzenoid structures which only contain π-sextets
or ‘empty’ rings, see figure 1.3(a). Second there are structures that are completed by
adding one additional double bond to the Kekulé structure, see figure 1.3(b). Finally,
there are structures that can only be completed by adding more than one double bond in
which case multiple Clar diagrams can be drawn for the same molecule which all contain




Figure 1.2: The three diagrams show the process of constructing Clar diagrams for PAHs. Figure
(a) shows the basic structure of the molecule. Figure (b) shows the maximum number of non-adjacent
π-sextet rings filled in and figure (c) shows the completed Kekulé strcuture containing one double bond.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: The three diagrams show the different types of Clar structures and rings. Figure (a) shows
a fully benzenoid structure (triphenylene) with rings with circles indicating π-sextets and ‘empty’ rings.
Figure (b) shows a structure completed by the addition of one double bond (phenanthrene) and (c) shows
a molecule containing multiple double bonds and a migratory π-sextet ring (anthracene).
The chemical significance of these diagrams lies in the number and position of the double
bonds. When the structure is fully benzenoid there are no double bonds and the chemical
will possess an additional stability which leads to an almost inert character. The stability
of fully benzenoid structures can be seen in the relatively large size of their molecular
orbital gaps [13]. When a single double bond is present the sites at either end of that
bond will be the most reactive. This preserves the highest possible number of π-sextets
which ensures the greatest possible stability of the molecule. If more than one double
bond is present any additive reaction with the molecule favours the sites that create a
product with the maximum number of π-sextets.
Clar’s rule is useful for determining the properties of both molecular and periodic struc-
tures. It has been used to explain the trends in band gaps of graphene nanoribbons [14]
and finite length carbon nanotubes [15]. It has also been used to help design zig-zag
nanoribbons with specific band gaps by altering their edge chemistry [16]. However,
there are other useful methods for analysing PAH structures. One very simple graph
theory is Lieb’s theorem [17] which allows for the determination of the number of un-
paired electrons in a PAH. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon structures contain carbon
atoms that can be thought of as lying on one of two interpenetrating equilateral trian-
gular sublattices. This is shown graphically in figure 1.4. Lieb’s theorem states that the
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Figure 1.4: A section of graphene with the two interpenetrating triangular sublattices indicated by the
blue and red circles.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: Figure (a) shows the structure of triangulene and (b) the structure of Clar’s Goblet. The
red and blue dots indicate whether the sub-lattice site belongs to sublattice A or sublattice B.




|NA −NB| , (1.1)
where NA and NB are the number of occupied lattice sites for sublattice A and B respec-
tively. This very simple rule is extremely useful for determining whether a PAH possess
a radical character or, when considering periodic structure, its magnetic properties.
Benzenoid graph theory was further extended by showing that the number of electron
states at the Fermi level can be determined from the maximum number of disconnected
atoms [18, 19]. This theory determines the number of states at the Fermi level using
ν = 2α−N, (1.2)
where ν is the number of states at the Fermi level, α is the maximum number of discon-
nected lattice sites and N is the total number of sites. These two rules can be applied to
all types of PAHs to determine their spin behaviour. Two useful examples of this are the
so-called triangulene and Clar’s goblet molecules shown in figure 1.5. For triangulene the
difference of the number of sites belonging to the two sublattices is 2 which is also the
number of states at the Fermi level. The triangular molecule possesses two spin-aligned
unpaired electrons and a radical character. Clar’s goblet however has the same number of
sites belonging to both sublattices but the graph theory predicts two states at the Fermi
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level. The only way to satisfy these two rules is for the molecule to be a diradical with the
two electrons possesing anti-parallel spins [20]. These rules have been used as a simple
tool for designing carbon based spintronic logic gates [21, 22] and magnetic materials
[23]. However, these radical PAHs are highly unlikely to be seen experimentally as they
are usually highly reactive.
1.2 Theoretical methods of investigation
Most properties of nanostructure are determined using theoretical models. It is extremely
challenging to measure properties of structures that are only a few nanometres or even
Angstroms wide experimentally. The first issue is finding a way to manipulate the struc-
ture without damaging or altering it prior to the experiment. The second issue is finding
ways to interact with the structure in a controlled and measurable way.
Nevertheless, the availability of nanotubes of lengths in the region of millimetres has
allowed for some experimental characterisation of their properties. The relatively long
lengths make it somewhat easier to perform experiments where clamps or electrical con-
tacts need to be applied to the nanotube. This has allowed investigations of their electrical
[24] and mechanical [25] properties. Atomically precise nanoribbons have been developed
but have only been available for less than eight years and have dimensions significantly
smaller than nanotubes. Their lengths are generally only a few tens of nanometers, their
widths a few Angstroms and they are only a single atom thick.
There are three main methods used for modelling nanostructures: molecular mechanics
potentials, tight-binding methods and full electronic structure calculations. Molecular
mechanics potentials are computationally cheapest and can therefore be used to model
larger structures. They cannot be used to simulate the electronic and magnetic behaviour
of nanostructures and the predictions of mechanical properties are somewhat approxi-
mate. Tight-binding methods have been very popular for carbon based nanostructures
and can provide insight into electronic, magnetic and mechanical properties. They are
more computationally demanding than molecular mechanics methods and the accuracy
of such calculations vary depending on the method and parameters used. Full electronic
structure calculations are ab initio and performed using a variety of different methods.
These calculations can be used to provide the most accurate predictions of nanomaterial
properties.
Molecular mechanics methods are a very common technique for investigating the mechan-
ical properties of nanostructures. Their computational efficiency permits the simulation
of structures designed for specific tasks such as graphene filter membranes [26, 27] or engi-
neered kirigami structures [28] where it becomes necessary to model thousands of atoms.
Most potentials for carbon and organic chemistry rely on the types and arrangement of
the molecular bonds to be input by the user prior to the calculation being performed.
This is so that specific parameters can be used for bonds connecting different types of
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atom with different bond orders. It is common to use harmonic potentials to describe
certain interactions but such potentials are only able to describe interactions close to
equilibrium bond lengths and angles. The most popular family of molecular mechanics
potentials for modelling carbon based structures is the Tersoff-Brenner reactive empir-
ical bond order potentials [29, 30]. These were developed specifically for the purpose
of simulating carbon structures and were developed from a potential designed to model
solid state phase changes of materials. One benefit is that they can model bond scission
and can therefore be used to simulate nanostructure failure and calculate the strengths
of nanostructures. However, the behaviour and values predicted by these potentials are
based on significant simplification of the underlying physics so may be inaccurate.
Tight-binding methods offer more insight into nanostructure behaviour. Most tight-
binding methods limit interactions to nearest atomic neighbours, although this is not
always the case [31], which keeps the computational cost low. This is the root of the term
‘tight-binding’ as the electrons are considered to remain tightly bound to their parent
nuclei. The relationship between tight-binding and hydrocarbon molecules can be traced
back to Hückel theory in the 1930’s [32]. These methods rely on parameters, determined
by experiment or more accurate calculation methods, to avoid having to compute various
integrals that are required by most electronic structure calculations. This also helps keep
computational costs low and allows structures containing several thousand atoms to be
modelled efficiently. The method can be used to predict electronic structure properties
such as band gaps and dispersion curves but they are known to be somewhat inaccurate.
Full electronic structure methods are capable of more accurate calculations of proper-
ties than tight-binding methods. They scale fairly poorly with system size such that
the most efficient methods can only deal with systems containing a few hundred atoms.
There are a variety of different calculation schemes available which can reliably predict
properties of interest. However, computing accurate quantitative values for some prop-
erties can require methods that can only be applied to a dozen or so atoms. The most
popular method is density-functional theory (DFT) which itself can be broken down into
a number of sub-methods based on different exchange-correlation functionals and basis
sets. This method has at best computational scaling of N3, where N is the number of
basis functions, and can reliably predict molecular geometries. It is generally reliable
for predicting quantities such as energy barriers but will often underestimate electronic
band gaps [33]. Despite its imperfections it is relied upon to provide at least qualitative
descriptions of various trends and behaviours. It can also be readily extended to periodic
systems making it very useful for calculations of bulk quantities. More computationally
intensive methods such as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [34], coupled-cluster the-
ory [35], configuration interaction [36] and multiconfiguration methods [37] are capable
of producing quantitatively accurate results in a reliable manner. However, these scale
at N5 and higher so are only applicable to small molecules.
Mechanical simulations of larger nanostructures are mostly performed with molecular
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mechanics potentials but it is possible to apply tight-binding methods for some structures.
Density functional theory is often used to calculate mechanical properties of periodic
systems and is often used as a benchmark for comparing results from potential based
methods. Electronic properties for larger structures can only be calculated using tight-
binding methods but small periodic systems, again, can be studied with DFT.
1.3 Nanotubes
The discovery of Buckminster fullerenes [1], spherical carbon allotropes, in 1985 helped
drive the search for new forms of carbon. The next major discovery would be carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), a structure consisting of rolled up sheet of graphene with its edges
connected together [2]. These cylindrical structures have been widely investigated for
both their electronic and mechanical properties. Mechanically they have been shown
to be stronger than conventional carbon fibres while at the same time highly flexible.
Their high aspect ratios have made them extremely appealing for use in nanocomposites.
They were initially produced using the arc discharge method [2]. This involves passing
a direct current across a gap between two graphite electrodes in a suitably inert gas.
The electric discharge method produces multi-walled CNTSs (MWCNTs) which consist
of a series of nanotubes of decreasing radius concentrically packed inside the largest
CNT shell. Addition of metal catalyst particles has been used to produced single-walled
CNTs (SWCNTs) which consist of a single cylinder of carbon atoms [38]. Coiled carbon
nanotubes have also been produced [39]. These structures consist of carbon nanotubes
containing 5-7 ring defects which generate the curvature of the coil. Different methods
for synthesising carbon nanotubes have since been developed allowing for aligned CNTs
to be produced [40].
Nanotube geometries vary not just in the number of walls involved but also by the
alignment of the hexagonal lattice to the nanotube axis. Possible nanotube geometries
are described by two indices given in the form (m,n). These indices are multipliers for
the primitive lattice vectors of the hexagonal lattice of the material. The vector described
by this index indicates the cutting direction for the ends of the nanotube as shown in
figure 1.6. The two most important directions occur in the (m, 0) and (n, n) directions
which describe the zig-zag and armchair directions in the lattice. The vectors for these
directions are at 30◦ to each other and represent the bounds for mirror and rotational
symmetry for the lattice. The electrical properties of the CNT vary according to this
chirality with armchair CNTs possessing metallic behaviour but for other indicies metallic
behaviour is only observed when
2m+ n
3
= N, where N = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (1.3)
The band gaps of CNTs decrease as a function of the inverse of the nanotube diameter.
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Figure 1.6: The figure shows the index system for nanotubes. The primitive lattice vectors are shown
as the small red and blue arrows marked a and b respectively. The indices for different nanotubes are
shown in brackets under the appropriate atoms. The cutting lines for a (5, 2) nanotube are indicated and
the resulting chiral angle theta is shown.
The behaviour of nanotubes should tend towards that of graphene as their diameter tends
to infinity. The mechanical properties of nanotubes show no obvious dependence of the
chirality [41] or radius [42].
Other materials
After the discovery of CNTs the possibility of nanotubes comprised of other materials was
investigated. An obvious candidate was boron nitride [43] as it shares similar structures
to carbon polymorphs, namely hexagonal-planar (graphite) and cubic forms (diamond).
Multi-walled boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) were successfully synthesised shortly af-
ter this predication was made [44]. These nanotubes posses slightly different geometries
to CNTs, forming a wrinkled instead of smooth tube wall, and they also possess a piezo-
electric coupling. Nanotubes made of mixtures of boron nitride and carbon have also
been reported [45, 46].
Another type of cylindircal nanostructure, which was synthesised prior to BNNTs, is
tungsten disulphide nanotubes [47]. Tungsten disulphide also forms a hexagonal lattice
but unlike graphite layers it is far from planar. A somewhat different approach has
been used to produce silicon and titanium dioxide nanotubes [48, 49]. These have been
prepared by coating a nanotube or nanofibre scaffold which is than removed chemically. A
similar process has been reported for producing gallium nitride nanotubes using chemical
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vapour deposition to coat zinc oxide nanowires which are then vaporised through the
application of heat [50]. Molybdenum disulfide nanotubes have been synthesised using
a catalysed transport method to grow the tubes onto a substrate [51]. This method
is capable of producing single-walled molybdenum disulfide nanotubes. Phosphorene,
a single layer of black phosphorous, has been proposed as has molybdenum ditelluride
as potentially capable of forming nanotubes [52, 53] although they have not yet been
synthesised.
The candidate materials for nanotube production all share a common trait with carbon
in that they all possess a layered isomorph structure. Nanotubes can be considered as a
single layer of material that has been rolled up so that its edges connect. The effect of
increasing the tube diameter is to change from a nanotube geometry to a single planar
layer of material. The discovery of carbon nanotubes served to accelerate efforts to isolate
single layers of graphite.
Properties of nanotubes
The electrical and mechanical properties of nanotubes have been studied in depth over
the last 25 years. Nanotubes can be formed with different chiralities and this leads to
different electrical and mechanical properties. Tight-binding calculations have shown
that armchair CNTs, with indices (n, n), are always metallic but zig-zag CNTs, with
indices (n, 0), are only metallic when n is a multiple of three [54]. Intermediate chiral
CNTs, those with index (n,m), are metallic when (3m+ n)/3 is integral. These results
are for infinitely long nanotube models but when finite length is introduced different
electrical behaviour occurs [15]. The finite lengths lengths used to investigate this effect
were on the order of a few nanometres which is several orders of magnitude shorter
than the length of commercially available nanotubes. The metallic nature of CNTs is
seen as a benefit when using them as reinforcement in polymers because it improves the
conductivity of the resulting composite compared with the pure polymer.
The mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes have also been the subject of investiga-
tions [55, 56, 57] that predicted the tensile axial modulus of CNTs to be about 1 TPa [55]
and the bulk modulus to be about 9 GPa [57]. One issue with calculating such properties
is the ill-defined nature of the nanotube wall thickness. In many cases, including the val-
ues cited above, this is taken as the interlaminar spacing of with graphite (3.35 Å) or the
inter-wall spacing of MWCNTs (3.4 Å). In one study the wall thickness was calculated
based on the extent of the π-electron orbitals of the carbon atoms leading to a value of
0.66 Å for the wall thickness and 5.5 TPa for the tensile modulus [58]. However, this value
can be recalculated using a more common value for wall thickness and be shown to be in
reasonable agreement with other calculated values, i.e. about 1 TPa. [55, 59, 42, 60, 41].
The calculated values are similar to the values determined through experiment [25, 61,
62]. Experimental values for the Young’s modulus of nanotubes have been determined
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the force and deflection of cantilevered
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CNTs [62] or by investigating thermal vibrational properties using a transmission electron
microscope [25, 61]. Measured quantities are then combined using standard cantilever
beam models for hollow cylindrical beams to obtain values for the modulus. These results
often show a considerable spread of values which is likely to be due to the quantity and
distribution of defects in the nanotube structures [62].
Boron nitride nanotubes have also been subject to various theoretical and experimental
studies. The first prediction of their properties, which occurred before they had been
synthesised, was that they were insulators with a band gap greater than 2 eV [43].
Experimental determination of the Young’s modulus of BNNTs was performed using
the same techniques as described above for CNTs. Measurement of their thermally
excited vibrations predicted Young’s modulus values of 1.2 TPa, similar to those of CNTs
[63]. Some results obtained using AFM have lower values than this, about 0.6 TPa [64],
although other AFM studies have contradicted these results [65].
Theoretical values for the Young’s modulus of BNNTs are between 0.7 TPa and 1 TPa.
Tight-binding and density-functional theory calculations predict values in the range
0.76−0.91 TPa [42, 66] which is in reasonable agreement with experiment. These are cal-
culated using defect free structures for single-walled nanotubes. Higher values have been
calculated using molecular mechanics force fields and are in the range 0.67 − 1.14 TPa
[67, 68]. However, the potentials and their parameters for these systems are not as widely
accepted as those used for carbon based structures [69, 70].
Boron nitride nanotubes have an additional interesting feature that was first predicted
through theoretical calculations: they are piezoelectric [71]. This property is dependent
on the nanotube chirality and the type of applied loading [72]. The piezoelectric coeffi-
cient was found to be about 0.1 e/a0 or about 0.7 C/m
2 in S.I. units, using a nanotube
wall thickness of 3.4 Å [72, 73].
1.4 Nanoribbons
Graphene nanoribbons are single layers of graphene with a very high aspect ratio. Their
properties have been studied theoretically since before the first reported isolation of
graphene [8]. These studies have highlighted the importance of the edge shape and
the effect of ribbon width on their electrical properties [74]. Attempts to construct
graphene nanoribbons were made almost as soon as viable methods for the synthesis of
graphene were found [75]. However, the theoretical electrical properties were dependent
on the ribbons edge shape which was not possible to control using top-down nanoribbon
production techniques.
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) adopt the same naming as CNTs with armchair and zig-
zag nanoribbons defined by the shape of the ribbon edges. An additional pair of edge
shapes have been suggested. Klein edges consist of lone carbon atoms attached to a zig-




Figure 1.7: Figure (a) depicts an armchair nanoribbon with the numbers counting the dimer pairs to
determine the nanoribbon index and figure (b) shows the same for zig-zag nanoriibons.
groups or as undercoordinated carbon atoms. The undercoordinated carbon atom edges
can reconstruct to form 5-membered rings along the edge of the ribbon [77]. The zig-zag
and armchair ribbons have been widely investigated but some effort has been made to
investigate chiral ribbons [78, 79, 80]. Such ribbons have edges that consist of both zig-
zag and armchair geometries. New edge shapes and nanoribbon geometries have been
discovered experimentally in recent years [9, 81, 82].
Both zig-zag and armchair ribbons exhibit intriguing electrical properties due to their
geometry. The structure of armchair ribbons can take two main forms, a staggered edge
where each column of rings in the longitudinal direction contains the same number of
rings or where each column has one more or one less than its immediate neighbours.
Armchair nanoribbons can be differentiated by an index N based on the longitudinally
aligned bonds, the first type has an even number and the second an odd number of these
bonds. The method for determining the nanoribbon index is shown in figure 1.7(a). The
band gaps of armchair GNRs (AGNRs) follow two distinct patterns. Firstly, the band
gaps reduce as the ribbon width is increased, as would be expected so that at large widths
the ribbon possess the zero band gap found in graphene. Secondly, the band gaps vary as
a function of their index in steps of three. When N = 3m+ 2, where m is some integer,
ribbons have the smallest band gap. For N = 3m the band gaps are larger and for
N = 3m+ 1 the gaps are larger again. Zig-zag ribbons possess an interesting electronic
structure involving unpaired electrons that occupy orbitals localised along the edges of
the ribbon. The ground state configuration for these electrons is ferromagnetic coupling
longitudinally but antiferromagnetic coupling across the width. Early theoretical pre-
dictions suggested a zero band gap [83] but later spin-resolved calculations showed that
the ribbons were semi-conductors [84]. The band gap can be manipulated through the
application of an external electric field which shifts the bands for different spins causing
the band gap to disappear for a specific spin [84]. This half-metallic behaviour, where
the ribbon conducts electrons of a single spin, is of great interest for use in spintronic
devices [21].
Graphene nanoribbons inherit many of the impressive mechanical properties of graphene.





Figure 1.8: Clar structures for (a) PAA, (b) PP, (c) polyperylene and (d) PPhB.
them ideal for use as reinforcing fillers for polymers. These values are calculated using
simulations of atomically perfect structures. Such structures have been produced using
a bottom-up approach involving self-arrangement of monomer precursors on metallic
surfaces followed by a dehydrogenation process that polymerises the ribbons [9, 85, 86,
87]. So far this process has been successfully used to generate a range of very narrow
AGNRs [9, 85, 88] and a single ZGNR structure [87]. This process has also generated a
number of novel GNR structures that had never been considered theoretically [9, 81, 82].
The first novel-type ribbon to be reported was chevron-type GNRs (CTGNRs) [9], so
called due to their shape. Two other nanoribbon forms have also been synthesised,
cove-type [81] and para-armchair [82] GNRs, and there may be many more yet to be
discovered. The length of these synthesised ribbons tends to be limited to a few tens
of nanometres but cove-type ribbons up to several hundred nanometres long have been
reported [81].
Properties of nanoribbons
The earliest investigations of nanoribbons date from the early to mid 1980s. A Japanese
team searching for conductive polymers investigated materials constructed of connected
carbon rings. The structures investigated were polyacenacene (PAA) [8], polyphenan-
threne (PP) [89], polyperylene [90] and polyphenanthrophenanthrene (PPhB) [91], shown
in figure 1.8. Polyacenacene is a hydrogen terminated zig-zag nanoribbon and polyper-
ylene, polyphenanthrene and polyphenanthrophenanthrene are the same as hydrogen
terminated armchair nanoribbons. Polyperylene is now referred to as AGNR5 and
polyphenanthrophenanthrene AGNR6. These structures were investigated using the
tight-binding self-consistent-field method (CNDO/2) employing the complete neglect of
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differential overlap. Although this method has long been surpassed it was able to de-
termine some of the features of the electronic structure. The results for the PP/PPhB
structures, AGNR4 and AGNR6 respectively, were that they possess a significant band
gap [89, 91, 83]. The results for the polyperylene structure, AGNR5, showed a small
band gap which the authors suggested could just be an artifact of the method [90]. Their
suggestion that the structure could be metallic would be repeated years later [74] but
it was shown that there are families of ribbons, based on their indices, with the same
behaviour. Later studies utilising DFT would show that all narrow CNTs possess a
non-zero band gap but agrees with the earlier prediction about variation of band gap
with index [78, 92]. This in turn would be questioned by calculations performed using
the many-electron Green’s function approach which suggest that the band gaps are over
twice the size of those predicted using local density approximation based DFT [93].
The investigation of PAA, a zig-zag nanoribbon, showed it to be metallic [8] with the
lowest unoccupied and highest occupied states localised at the edges of the ribbon [83].
Later, it was suggested that the localised edge states of such structures might be spin
polarised [76]. When this theory was tested using Hückel based unrestricted Hartree-
Fock calculations the ribbon was shown to possess antiferromagnetically aligned edge
states [94]. A decade later, zig-zag ribbons would be shown to be capable of half-metallic
behaviour in the presence of a suitably aligned electric field [84].
The early interest in GNRs was due to their electrical properties, either for conductive
polymers or for inducing a band gap in graphene, which have been investigated since the
1980s but the earliest investigations of their mechanical properties date from 2009 [95].
Some work had investigated the effect of strain on the electrical properties of GNRs [96]
and shown that the band gap of AGNRs could be manipulated through tensile stain.
Theoretical studies of ZGNRs performed using periodic DFT show the modulus of the
ribbons has an inverse relationship with the ribbon width and tends to the value of bulk
graphene for large widths [95]. Armchair ribbons simulated using a molecular mechanics
potential in a dynamical simulation performed at 300 K found that narrow AGNRs had
lower moduli compared to bulk graphene [97]. The moduli of the AGNRs increased to
the bulk value as the width was increased. Semi-empirical Hartree-Fock studies involv-
ing short, low aspect ratio, ribbons conducted using both zig-zag and armchair GNRs
predicted the modulus for ZGNRs is lower than that of AGNRs with comparable widths
[98]. The predicted modulus for ZGNRs in that study was approximately half of what
had been predicted using periodic DFT. However, due to the short finite lengths of rib-
bon used in the study it is difficult to make direct comparisons with those performed
using high aspect ratios or periodic boundary conditions. Another quasi-static molec-
ular mechanics study disagreed with the above result with ZGNRs possessing a higher
modulus than AGNRs [99] and that the AGNR moduli were lower than that of bulk
graphene. One study comparing the mechanical properties of the chevron-type GNR
with those of AGNR9 as calculated using DFT disagree with earlier molecular mechanics
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results. The AGNR9 was found to have a greater, rather than smaller, tensile modulus
than bulk graphene. The CTGNR was found found to have a lower stiffness and strength
compared to the AGNR9 which is expected as the CTGNR geometry can be viewed as
a defect-containing armchair nanoribbon.
The potential for improving the properties of GNRs by altering their edge chemistry and
creating more chemically stable edges has also been investigated. The magnetic edges
of the singly hydrogenated zig-zag ribbons encourage functionalisation [100, 101] and
studies have been performed to see if more stable edges could be found [102]. Unpaired
electron states at the edges reduce the stablity, essentially imbuing the ribbons with a
partial radical character [103]. Although single hydrogen terminated zig-zag GNR edges
may exist they are predicted to be stable only at extremely low environmental H2 con-
centrations [101]. This thinking has been extended to other environmental conditions
such as the pressence of other gases such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, and ammonia
[104, 105]. The calculations used for these studies ignore the kinetics of any functionalisa-
tion reactions but do highlight the vast array of possible edge terminations that can form
on GNRs. Stabilisation of edges results in the loss of the localised unpaired spin orbitals
which give rise to the semi-metallic properties of interest for the development of spin-
tronic devices. The ability to produce specific edge structures would, however, be of great
use when trying to employ graphene and GNRs for other purposes. Work investigating
the use of nanoporous graphene for desalination requires the pore edges to be modified
in such a way as to avoid clogging [106]. Edge functionalisation of GNRs would be very
useful for incorporating GNRs in nanocomposite materials [107]. Such functionalisation
could be utilised to improve both their dispersablity and degree of covalent bonding into
a polymer network.
1.5 Nanocomposites
The term nanocomposites is used to cover a large array of different materials that have
been developed for a variety of purposes. For this work only structural nanocomposite
materials are of interest. This type of material seeks to improve the mechanical proper-
ties of one of its constituents by including some type of nanoparticles. Many standard
structural composite materials are in use today, most of which are fibre reinforced poly-
mers. In these materials, fibres with diameters of a few microns are combined with
plastics to improve their mechanical performance. These materials have been in use for
decades and their production, design and use have been studied in depth. Arguably
the most well known of these is carbon fibre reinforced polymer due to its exceptional
strength to weight ratio and specific stiffness [108]. These attributes make it very use-
ful for producing structures whose weight must be kept to a minimum. Light weight
structures are essential for aerospace applications but are increasingly relevant to the
automotive sector. To meet the demands of such applications it is important that the
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best possible composite is formed which is generally aligned carbon fibres embedded in
an epoxy. The best possible weight to strength and weight to stiffness ratios for most
polymer composites are only possible if the volume fraction of the fibres is maximised.
This is achieved by producing aligned fibre mats and tapes which allow for the high-
est possible concentration of fibres in a given volume. Furthermore, the design of the
material can be optimised by aligning the fibres with the principle load directions. As
such carbon fibre reinforced polymers are normally laminates made of layers of highly
aligned carbon fibres embedded in a polymer resin. This lamination process is generally
used to create plate-like structures whose in-plane properties are determined by the fibre
alignment. However, the interlaminar mechanical properties are determined solely by the
mechanical properties of the polymer. It is this through-thickness behaviour that is the
cause of many of the weaknesses of composite materials and serves as a motivation for
the development of nanocomposites. By improving the properties of the polymer through
nanoreinforcement it is possible to improve the interlaminar properties of carbon fibre
based composite laminates.
It should be stated that the most common fibre reinforced polymers are based on glass
fibres. These materials do not offer the weight savings that are possible with carbon fibre
but they are much cheaper. Glass fibres offer a cost effective way to improve polymers
and are regularly used in the form of short, chopped, randomly orientated fibres that can
be mixed with polymer melts for use in injection moulding. The lack of fibre alignment
lowers the amount of fibre content in the composite but does produce isotropic material
properties. This approach is seldom used with carbon fibres as the resulting materials
will not generate the weight savings, at least compared with metal alloys, necessary to
justify their cost.
Polymer CNT nanocomposites
It took barely half a year from the discovery carbon nanotubes for the idea of produc-
ing a CNT reinforced nanocomposite material to be suggested [109]. The first polymer
nanocomposite was reported two years later [110] but this was created to provide a
means for handling and testing CNTs for use in experiments. It took some years be-
fore structural CNT based nanocomposites could be produced and tested as this would
require CNT production to be capable of generating sufficient quantities of nanotubes
at low cost. The first reported mechanical properties for such materials was in 1998 for
a CNT/epoxy composite [111]. The material contained 5% multi-walled nanotubes by
weight that were ultrasonically dispersed into the resin before curing. Results for the
tensile modulus showed an increase of about 20% over neat epoxy but an increase of 25%
for the compressive modulus. This difference was put down to the multi-walled structure
of nanotubes whereby only the outer-most tube would respond to tensile deformation
but all the layers of the MWCNT would respond in compression. Thin film testing of
MWCNTs in a urethane/diacrylate mixture suggested that the stress transfer between
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the nanotubes and the polymer matrix was an order of magnitude greater than that
between conventional carbon fibres and polymers [112]. However, both of these works
considered the fibre/matrix interactions using composite theory developed for microscale
reinforcement. Application of these ideas to a CNT/PVA composite predicted a mod-
ulus for the nanotubes of only 150 MPa, four order of magnitude less than theoretical
predictions, and could only be explained if the conventional micro composite shear-lag
model did not apply at the nanoscale [113].
A considerably amount of work has been done on this type of polymer nanocomposite.
The importance of the dispersion and functionalisation of nanotubes and the effect of the
interphase region where the CNTs interact with the polymer matrix have been thoroughly
investigated. There are many good review papers covering all of these aspects and much
more [114, 115, 116, 117, 118].
Nanoparticle alignment
One of the issues with CNT based nanocomposite materials is the lack of alignment of
the nanotubes. Fibre alignment in microscale composities is achieved by aligning tows
of individual long continuous fibres. The alignment allows for the efficient packing of
fibres increasing the fibre volume fraction of the resulting composite which improves the
composite’s mechanical properties. By aligning the fibres to the directions of the loads
to which a structure is subjected it is possible to reduce the weight of structure at the
design stage. The relatively short lengths of nanotubes, normally measured in microns,
makes alignment for either purpose a much more challenging task.
One of the ideas to achieve alignment of nanotubes involves using the shear flow of
liquid resin to align CNTs [119]. This method has the obvious drawback of needing to
control the fluid dynamics of the resin. This is not achievable when dealing with complex
multiscale materials such as fibre reinforced polymer composites. An alternative option
involves combining the reinforcing particles with magnetic particles or coatings so that
the reinforcement can be aligned to external magnetic fields. It can be achieved without
introducing ferromagnetic coatings but it requires very large magnetic fields (5 − 10 T)
in order to effect the diamagnetic nanotubes [120]. With the application of suitable
magnetic nanoparticles, typically iron oxide, it is possible to reduce the required field
strength down to managable levels ≈ 100 mT [121]. It has also been shown that careful
positioning of the magnetic particles can help further reduce the required field strength
[122]. This has been proposed as a method for creating composite repair patches for
carbon fibre reinforced polymers [6].
CNT nanocomposite fibres and sheets
Another route towards nanocomposites is the production of nanocomposite fibres and
sheets. Nanocomposite fibres are produced by mixing nanoparticles with polymers before
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extruding or spinning a fine fibre [123, 124]. It is also possible to spin CNTs and use weak
polymer solutions to provide a binder to hold the resulting thread together [125, 126].
The processes used for generating the threads align the nanotubes with the fibre axis
which gives the fibre a high tensile strength and stiffness.
Nanocomposite sheets are produced from impregnating ‘buckypaper’ with a polymer
resin [127]. The buckypaper consists of randomly aligned CNTs arranged in a planar
format. By penetrating this precursor with polymer resin it is possible to create a laminar
nanocomposite material.
Multiscale composite materials
Carbon nanotubes have been considered as a potential interlaminar reinforcement layer
for improving the interlaminar toughness of composite materials. The CNTs are intro-
duced between conventional carbon fibre textile sheets using one of several methods. One
method is to paint CNTs dispersed in a liquid medium over the surface of the CFRP layer
while manufacturing the composite laminate [128, 129]. An alternative to this is to create
thin films of CNT containing polymer resin which can be placed between layers during
the lamination process [130, 131]. These methods have been shown to improve interlam-
inar properties of carbon fibre reinforced polymers without introducing any detrimental
effects to the mechanical properties of the composite. In these methods the nanotubes
are randomly aligned which limits their effectiveness at improving the interlaminar prop-
erties. To achieve better results the CNTs need to be aligned to the through thickness
direction of the laminate. Methods for achieving this have been investigated [5, 132] and
commercially available products developed [133, 134].
Fuzzy fibres
The methods described above have provided a means to incorporate CNTs into a laminate
to improve the interlaminar toughness but there is an alternative method for achieving
this known as ‘fuzzy fibres.’ In this approach the CNTs are grown directly on the surface
of fibres using chemical vapour deposition [4]. Composite laminates produced using these
materials have been shown to have improved interlaminar toughness and strength [135].
However, the processes used to grow the CNTs on the carbon fibres is known to degrade
the mechanical properties of the fibres [136]. Attempts to mitigate the degradation have
been developed but they are not capable of totally eradicating the effect [137].
GNR polymer composites
A large amount of work has been conducted on CNT based nanocomposites, and it is still
a very active research area, compared to work on graphene nanoribbon based composites.
This is to be expected as CNTs were produced over a decade prior to nanoribbons. The
first attempts at producing nanoribbons used lithographic methods to cut ribbons from
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graphene. Such methods are unlikely to be scalable to the levels of production needed
for bulk manufacture of nanocomposites so there was little impetus to research these
materials. However, scalable nanoribbon production methods have since been developed
which do open the door for research on GNR based nanocomposites.
The most common method for GNR synthesis involves ‘unzipping’ carbon nanotubes.
This process normally uses oxidating chemicals to break the nanotube causing it to
unroll. The resulting nanostructures have been shown to work better as a reinforcement
particle than the CNTs from which they are derived [138]. In one of the earliest papers
reporting this method an increase of 30% in tensile modulus and 22% in tensile strength
of the resulting epoxy-based composite was reported in comparison to using the multi-
walled CNTs from which the 50 − 100 nm wide nanoribbons were derived [138]. The
authors of this work took great care to thermally reduce the oxidised unzipped ribbons.
This improves the properties of the ribbons but does require very high temperatures
(1300 K). The properties of the composite are less impressive if oxidised ribbons are
used but they still show improvements compared to unreinforced polymers [139, 140].
Non-oxidative methods have also been researched [141]. When unzipping the nanotubes
the newly created edges are highly reactive and new functional groups form along these
edges. These groups have a significant impact on the final composites properties [142]
and can be used to improve nanoribbon dispersion [107].
Unzipping nanotubes is still the easiest method for producing large numbers of nanorib-
bons but it does have its drawbacks. The nanoribbons generated in this manner are
relatively wide (≈ 100 nm) and the edges of the ribbon are unlikely to possess any uni-
formity. A newer method for producing nanoribbons involving a bottom-up assembly of
monomers has the potential to change this situation [9]. This method has been able to
produce a variety of different nanoribbon structures with regular edges and controlled
geometry. The widths of the ribbons produced by this technique are less than 10 nm and
theoretical studies suggest their tensile mechanical properties are greater than those of
graphene [95]. This method of production may offer a way to mass produce highly reg-
ular, high aspect ratio, edge functionalised nanoribbons ideal for use in nanocomposites
[81]. However, as fas as the author is aware there are no reports of the production of
such nanocomposite materials at this time.
1.6 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced some of the core concepts of the following work. It has
outlined the motivation for the work included in this thesis and provided an overview of
the relevant concepts. Nanotubes and nanoribbons have been discussed and methods for
describing them have been defined. The mechanical properties of these structures have
been examined and the theoretical methods used for determining such properties have
been introduced. Fibre reinforced composites and nanocomposites have been described
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and some of the important features of these technologies explained.
The next chapter of this work is a more in-depth description of the computational meth-
ods used for the calculations in this thesis. In chapter 3 there is a description of work
undertaken using the atomistic finite element method. This method is applied to boron-
nitride nanotubes to calculate their piezoelectric properties which are then compared with
results obtained from molecular mechanics. Chapter 4 investigates the tensile strength of
carbon-carbon bonds calculated by a variety of different computational methods. Rela-
tionships between the types of bond, bond dissociation energies and structural consider-
ations and how they effect peak bond tension are examined. From these results suitable
methods for calculating mechanical properties of nanostructures are determined. Chapter
5 applies these methods to a variety of carbon nanoribbon structures to determine their
tensile mechanical properties. A new relationship between ribbon index and Young’s
modulus is investigated. The properties of nanoribbons that have been produced ex-
perimentally are calculated for the first time and a study of their failure mechanisms is
conducted. Finally, the conclusions of this work are summarised and a description of
future work is provided.
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Different methods can be employed for predicting the shape and behaviours of molec-
ular structures. At the highest and most computationally expensive levels of theory
are electronic structure methods. These find approximate solutions for the electronic
wavefunctions by solving equations derived from quantum mechanics. In this case the
Schrödinger equation is solved in order to find an electronic wavefunction. However,
electrons are interacting particles and for a system of such particles the problem becomes
analytically intractable. Instead, approximations are made which allow numerical meth-
ods to be applied so approximate solutions can be found. There are different methods
for solving approximations to the Schrödinger equation which generally follow the trend
of increasing accuracy resulting in increasing computational complexity. The electronic
structure methods used in this work include Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP),
density-functional theory (DFT) and density-functional tight-binding (DFTB).
Another method for investigating molecular structures is through the use of empirical
force fields or molecular mechanics. This method avoids the Schrödinger equation and
does not calculate the electronic structure. The interactions between electrons and be-
tween the electrons and nuclei are not calculated. Instead, the interaction between atoms
is approximated by simple analytical functions containing parameters obtained by fitting
to known molecular properties. These functions can then be used for predicting the
energetics of structural conformations of molecules. Although this lowers the computa-
tional expense significantly it comes at the cost of applicability. Information relating to
the electronic behaviour, such as electronic band gaps, magnetic states and conductivi-
ties, is unavailable. These methods also rely on the accuracy and applicability of their
parametrisations. Most empirical force fields are only useful for predicting molecular
structures near or at their minimum energy conformations.
This chapter provides a brief overview of the methods used in the work presented in this
thesis. First, the theory of various electronic structure methods are described and then
there is a brief discussion on molecular mechanics force fields.
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Chapter 2. Methods
2.1 Electronic structure methods
Electronic structure calculations attempt to solve the time independent Schrödinger equa-
tion [1] for a system of particles. This equation is written as(
−1
2
∇2 + V (r)
)
Ψ = EΨ, (2.1)
where E is the energy of system described by wavefunction Ψ and V (r) is a spatially
varying potential. This form assumes all quantities are given in atomic units: the units
of charge and mass are the charge and mass of an electron respectively and the reduced
Planck’s constant for action. This is equivalent to setting these quantities along with the
Coulomb force constant Ke = 1/(4πε0) to a value of 1. The atomic units combine to
give the unit of length as the Bohr radius and the unit of energy as the Hartree. In this
manner all the physical constants that appear in the Schrödinger equation when using
S.I. units disappear leaving just the operators, wavefunction and energy. Equation 2.1 is
written in an operator form as
ĤΨ = EΨ, (2.2)
where Ĥ = −12∇
2 + V (r) is the Hamiltonian operator for the system. The first term
in the Hamiltonian is the kinetic energy operator and the second term is the potential
energy operator. This differential equation can be solved for any specific system to find
a set of orthogonal eigenfunctions with corresponding energy eigenvalues. The eigen-
functions are normalised to provide an orthonormal set. For a molecule the Hamiltonian
consists of kinetic energy operators for both electrons and nuclei as well as nuclei-nuclei,
nuclei-electron and electron-electron interaction potentials. In most electronic structure
calculations the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is applied to the Hamiltonian [2].
This assumes that as electrons are much less massive than nuclei they will alter their
behaviour instantaneously to any change in the positions of the nuclei. This allows the
nuclei to be considered as static particles, and their kinetic energy can be neglected. For
an atom with a single electron the potential V (r) is simply the electrostatic potential
produced by the atomic nucleus. For polyelectronic systems the Hamiltonian becomes




















where the index i runs over the electrons, index A runs over the nuclei, rij is the distance
between particles i and j and ZA is the charge on nuclei A. The first sum gives the
electronic kinetic energy contributions, the second gives the interaction between the nuclei
and the electrons and the third gives the electron-electron interactions. The electrostatic
repulsion between the nuclei is omitted in this instance as it is constant with respect to
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the electron wave function and therefore does not affect them. Nevertheless, internuclear
repulsion energy must be included when computing the total energy of any molecule.
The electron interaction term of the Hamiltonian operator leads to two problems. Firstly,
the electrons repel each other electrostatically and secondly electrons are fermions so they
obey the Pauli exclusion principle [3]. The first issue is normally handled by incorporating
electron-electron interactions into the Hamiltonian by way of a mean-field approximation
whereby each electron interacts with the rest through a mean-field potential. This in turn
requires an iterative approach, known as the self-consistent-field (SCF) method, to find a
converged solution for the problem starting from an initial guess for the electron-electron
interaction potential. Rather than solve the system for the total wavefunction it is normal
to generate a set of one-particle wavefunctions, or spin-orbitals, and combine them to
form a many-particle solution. The second problem requires that the Hamiltonian must
remain unchanged when swapping particle labels,
Ĥ(1, 2) = Ĥ(2, 1). (2.4)
and the Pauli principle requires that the total wave function changes sign when swapping
particle labels:
Φ(1, 2, 3) = −Φ(2, 1, 3) = Φ(2, 3, 1) . . . . (2.5)
For non-interacting particles the total wavefunction Φ can be written as a set of one
particle spin orbitals φi multiplied together,
Φ(1, 2, 3) = φ1(1)φ2(2)φ3(3), (2.6)
where subscripts number the spin orbitals and the numbers in brackets indicate particle
coordinates. However, such wavefunctions are not antisymettric with respect to par-
ticle exchange and do not obey the Pauli principle for fermions. To ensure the above
constraints for interacting particles the total wavefunction must include all possible per-
mutations of electrons in all spin orbitals. For a three electron system the wavefunction
is
Φ(1, 2, 3) = A(φ1(1)φ2(2)φ3(3)− φ1(1)φ2(3)φ3(2)− φ1(2)φ2(1)φ3(3)
+φ1(3)φ2(1)φ3(2) + φ1(2)φ2(3)φ3(1)− φ1(3)φ2(2)φ3(1)),
(2.7)
where A = 1/
√
6 is the normalisation factor. This is more succinctly written in general





φ1(1) φ2(1) · · · φN (1)










where N electrons occupy N spin orbitals. A spin orbital for an electron can be de-
composed into two parts, the spatial component ψ and a spin component σ. The spin
component describes the electron spin, either ‘up’ or ‘down’, and the spatial component
describes the electron’s spatial wavefunction. Each spatial wavefunction can hold two
electrons provided those electrons have different spins. For a two-electron system where
both electrons occupy the same spatial function, the overall wavefunction is written as
Φ = 1/
√
2 [ψ(1)ψ(2) (σ1(↑)σ2(↓)− σ1(↓)σ2(↑))] . (2.9)
The spin component of this function ensures the electrons are indistinguishable and




2 [ψ(1)σ1(↑)ψ(2)σ2(↓)− ψ(1)σ1(↓)ψ(2)σ2(↑)] , (2.10)






The equations presented here form the basis for electronic structure calculations. The
missing component to dealing with these equations is that both the orbitals and the ener-
gies must be calculated. This requires a method for calculating the mean-field potential
for electron-electron interactions and finding a suitable basis for describing the orbital
functions.
2.2 Basis Sets
Most electronic structure methods use a set of basis functions from which linear combina-
tions can be used to describe molecular orbitals. The basis prescribes the analytical form
of the orbitals and reduces the problem to one of finding linear coefficients for each basis
function to produce a set of molecular orbitals. Basis functions are commonly formed
from approximate representations of the atomic orbitals of individual atoms. A reason-
able starting point is Slater-type orbitals (STOs) which are based on hydrogenic orbitals
with the radial component of the orbital scaled according to Slater’s rules [5]. The hydro-
genic orbitals can be calculated analytically by solving the time independent Schrödinger
equation for a single electron in a radially symmetric potential. The solutions are written
as
Ψ(n,m, l) = Rnl(r)Yml(θ, φ), (2.12)
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where n, l and m are quantum numbers, Rnl(r) is the radial function and Yml(θ, φ) is the







where Anl is the normalisation coefficient, Lnl(r) is a generalised Laguerre polynomial,
Z is the nuclear charge and aµ is a physical constant related to the reduced mass of the
system. Slater orbitals simplify the radial expression to
Rnl(r) = Ar
n∗−1e−ζr (2.14)
where A is the normalisation coefficient, n∗ is a modified principle quantum number
and ζ = (Z − s)/n∗ where s is a shielding constant. The shielding constant s depends
on quantum numbers and shell occupancies according to Slater’s rules. Slater orbitals
modify the radial function by considering the inner electrons as shielding the nuclear
charge from the outer electrons. A key difference between hydrogenic and Slater orbitals
is the loss of the radial nodes seen in hydrogenic orbitals. Although Slater orbitals are
very useful they are difficult to implement in molecular calculations due to the complexity
in calculating integrals involving two atomic orbitals based on different atoms, known as
two-center integrals. To simplify the problem it is possible to approximate Slater orbitals







where ci and αi are fitted parameters. These Gaussian-approximated Slater orbitals are
the atomic orbitals which make up many basis sets. More recent atomic orbital basis
sets fit Gaussian functions to more advanced calculations of the atomic orbitals. The
molecular spin orbitals that are sought can now be formed by taking linear combinations
of basis set functions which minimise the energy of the system. The linear combinations of
atomic orbitals (LCAO) method forms the basis of most electronic structure calculations.
It is worth noting that the linear combinations of Gaussian functions can be fitted to
reproduce atomic electron wavefunctions and are not limited to STOs. It must also be
pointed out that density-functional theory (DFT) can use a much more diverse array of
basis functions. DFT is routinely performed using plane waves for calculations of solids,
where it is computationally beneficial to perform part of the calculation in reciprocal
space, but other basis set options are also available (e.g. numerical basis sets).
The quality of the calculated molecular orbitals can be improved by adding more functions
to the basis set. The basis set limit is used to describe the point at which the total
minimum energy for a calculation stops changing as more basis functions are included.
It is usual to check basis set convergence to ensure the accuracy of any calculation is
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not being hindered by the choice of basis. Basis functions are an important part of any
electronic structure calculation and hundreds of different sets are available. The general
requirement for most basis sets is that they can be used in integrals where up to four
basis functions, centred on as many nuclear coordinates, can be computed with relative
ease. The source of these integrals comes from the mean-field approximation used in
computing the electron-electron interactions discussed in the following sections.
2.3 Hartree-Fock theory
The Hartree-Fock method [6, 7] breaks the Hamiltonian into three parts: the internuclear
repulsion, the core Hamiltonian operator and the electron interaction operator. The
internuclear repulsion operator provides the energy due to the internuclear repulsion
which is uncoupled from the electronic behaviour by applying the Born-Oppenheimer










where the first term is the kinetic energy operator and the second term is the interaction
between the electron and the M nuclear charges present in the system. The electron






Φ dτi dτj (2.17)
where V ee(τi, τj) is the electronic interaction energy between electrons i and j, τ the
spatial and spin coordinates of an electron, Φ the total wavefunction in the form of
a Slater determinant and rij is the electron interaction operator. The
∗ indicates the
complex conjugate of the wavefunction. This integral can be expanded out to a series
of integrals involving the two electrons in different spin orbitals. The values of many of
these integrals is zero, due to orthogonality of the spin orbitals, leaving two main types

















χi(2)χj(1) dτ1 dτ2, (2.19)
where χi indicates spin orbital i and the numbers in brackets indicate the electronic
coordinates over which the integration is performed. J is the Coulomb integral and it
describes the electrostatic repulsion between two continuous charge distributions. K is
the exchange integral and it describes the energy due to the exchange of the two electrons
in their respective spin orbitals. If i = j then Jij = Kij and if the two spin orbitals are
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Jij −Kij . (2.20)
The electron interaction operator can be similarly defined by breaking down the operator







where χj is a real valued spin orbital. This operator provides the average Coulombic po-
tential energy between an electron and an electron in orbital χj . Similarly, the exchange









The exchange operator takes this form because it can only be defined by its effect when
operating on the orbital χi(1). Unlike the Coulomb operator, for which a potential can
be defined, the exchange operator depends on the value of χi(1) for the entire space not
just at a single point and so is non-local [8]. In a LCAO calculation the integrals will
be expanded in terms of the basis functions which gives rise to the four centre integrals
discussed in the previous section.






The first term calculates the energy of an electron moving in the field of the bare nuclei
and is described as a one-electron operator as it depends only on the coordinates of a
single electron. The second term introduces the electron-electron interaction by way of
a mean-field potential acting on an electron and is called a two-electron operator, as
are the Coulomb and exchange operators, as it depends on the coordinates of pairs of
electrons. The Fock operator is an effective one-electron operator as it represents the
effect of the total system of particles on a single electron by creating a potential based on
the mean field of the electrons. The Fock operator provides a means for finding a set of
spin orbitals from which the total wavefunction can be constructed by forming a Slater
determinant.
A Hartree-Fock calculation solves the set of equations
f̂iχi = εiχi (2.24)
for the spin orbitals and their associated energies. Throughout the calculation the spin
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where φp is a basis set function and Cip is a coefficient for the basis set function p in





















φqφp dτ = 〈φq|φp〉, (2.28)
which form the Fock matrix F and the overlap matrix S. Note that the basis set func-
tions are not orthogonal so the overlap matrix will contain off diagonal elements. These
matricies can then be combined with the coefficient matrix formed from the Cip to create
the Roothan Hall equations [9, 10]:
FC = SCE, (2.29)
where E is a diagonal matrix containing the spin orbital energy eigenvalues. This equa-
tion can then be solved using an initial guess of the eigenvector matrix to find the entries
of F which can then be diagonalised to find a new set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
The eigenvectors give the coefficients found in C and the eigenvalues in E. The new co-
efficients can then be used to form new molecular orbitals which can be used to find new
Fock matrix elements. This process is then repeated until the eigenvalues satisfy some
convergence criteria at which point the molecular orbitals are described as self consistent.
Most molecules have a spin-paired ground state where all electrons are spin-paired. Such
states can be reasonably described by computing a single set of spatial wavefunctions
that can be used for both spin-up and spin-down electrons. Such calculations are re-
ferred to as spin-restricted Hartree-Fock. The alternative is to generate separate spatial
wavefunctions for electrons of different spin, called unrestricted Hartree-Fock. In unre-
stricted Hartree-Fock theory the equations are separated according to orbital spins. This
creates two sets of matrix equations with two corresponding sets of orbitals, one for spin-
up and one for spin-down. The two sets still interact through the Coulomb operator but
the electrons now fill orbitals with independent spatial components rather than having
one spatial orbital containing two electrons. Unrestricted Hartree-Fock is therefore more
computationally expensive than the restricted variant but it does produce better results
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for molecules containing unpaired electrons.
Hartree-Fock is not, by itself, used in the work presented here. However, a number of post
Hartree-Fock methods are used which start from a converged Hartree-Fock wavefunction.
Hartree-Fock, in the basis set limit, does not necessarily produce quantitatively correct
answers. The difference between the exact total energy and the restricted Hartree-Fock
energy is referred to as the correlation energy. There are two important approximations
used in Hartree-Fock are that give rise to correlation energy. First, the eigenfunction is
written as a single Slater determinant. In many instances this will not cause significant
issues but it will not accurately describe a system where two or more determinants have
degenerate or nearly degenerate energy eigenvalues. This situation occurs in situations
such as bond dissociation where a molecule changes from a spin-paired ground state to
a pair of radical fragments after dissociation. Second, the electron-electron interactions
are calculated as the interaction between one electron and the mean field of the others.
This fails to fully account for the instantaneous electrostatic repulsion between them
which results in less correlated electronic behaviour and therefore higher energies. This
latter correlation energy is referred to as dynamic correlation and the former as static
correlation and various methods have been developed to include both types of correlation
energy to improve the accuracy of the calculation.
2.4 Møller Plesset perturbation theory
One method to recover some of the correlation energy missing from the Hartree-Fock
method was proposed by Møller and Plesset in 1934 [11]. This method relies on the
knowledge that the Hartree-Fock wavefunction recovers about 99% of the total energy.
This implies that the wavefunction only requires a small perturbation to become exact.
Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory [12] can be applied to the problem in the form
specified by Møller and Plesset. The basis for the theory is that the exact Hamiltonian
can be written as
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤ
′, (2.30)





i , λ a constant and Ĥ
′ the perturbation operator. This can be expanded

















i + . . . , (2.32)
where Ei and Φi are eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the exact Hamiltonian. Substi-
tuting the expansions of the exact Hamiltonian and the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
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To calculate the first order correction we note that Φ
(0)
i is a complete orthonormal basis
generated by the unperturbed operator. This allows the first order correction to the









Substituting this into equation 2.36 and rearranging gives(


















which by multiplying by the complex conjugate of Φ
(0)
i and integrating over all space











The coefficients aik can then found by multiplying both sides of 2.40 by Φ
(0)∗
j , where















where aii = 0 by way of intermediate normalisation. A similar process can be used to
determine higher order corrections.
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Møller-Plesset perturbation theory uses an unperturbed operator constructed from the


















The basis functions Φ(0) are therefore the set of determinants made by arranging the
electrons in every possible combination of the Hartree-Fock orbitals. The sum of the
Fock operators is not the same as the Hartree-Fock total energy operator as it will double
count the electron-electron interaction energies. This means the perturbation operator












which in turn means the sum of the zero-order and first-order energies is equal to the
Hartree-Fock energy. The terms in the perturbation operator are all dependent on two
electrons so it is a two-particle operator. The expectation value of a two-particle operator
between a ground state and a singly-excited state is zero due to Brillouin’s theorem.
Expectation values of the operator between the ground state and any excited state beyond
second order are also zero. This means that eigenstates, Φ
(0)
i of the Ĥ0 operator that
need to be considered are the ground and doubly-excited determinants. In theory there
are an infinite number of excited molecular orbitals leading to an infinite number of
excited determinants (of any order), but in practice the number of excited orbitals is
determined by the size of the basis set used in a calculation. The number of doubly-
excited determinants increases with the number of unoccupied excited orbitals such that










where n is the number of electrons and K the total number of molecular orbitals which
depends on the size of the basis set. Most modern basis sets will generate more unoccupied
than occupied orbitals and the basis will increase with the number of atoms. The effect
of this scaling makes Møller-Plesset perturbation theory computationally expensive to
implement on large molecules. Møller-Plesset perturbation theory is most commonly
used at the second-order perturbation level (MP2) due to the ever worse scaling when
higher order perturbations are included. MP2 scales as N5, where N is the number of
basis functions, with each increase in the perturbation level resulting in an increase in
the scaling by a factor of N (MP3 scales as N6, MP4 as N7 etc.).
The main alternative to MP2 is density-functional theory (DFT) which can provide
reasonable results in comparison to MP2 at a much lower computational cost, scaling as
N3. MP2 is generally more accurate than DFT and it behaves in a more reliable manner
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making it a useful benchmark for comparison. MP2 is also used in conjunction with
multi-configuration self-consistent field methods for including the dynamic correlation
that such methods are less able at calculating.
2.5 Density-functional theory
The premise of density-functional theory (DFT) is that the Hamiltonian operator for a
specific arrangement of nuclei is a functional of the ground-state electron density dis-
tribution of the system. This was proved by Hohenberg and Kohn with the so-called
Hohenberg-Kohn existence theorem and a further theory, the Hohenberg-Kohn varia-
tional theory, proved that for any constant external potential all densities other than the
ground-state will give higher energies than the ground-state energy [13]. In order to make
use of these ideas it is necessary to model the electrons as non-interacting thus allowing
the Hamiltonian to be described as a sum of one-electron operators [14]. The eigen-
functions of the Hamiltonian will be Slater determinants, composed of the one-electron
eigenfunctions, and the corresponding eigenvalues are sums of the one-electron eigenval-
ues. This approach relies on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems in that if a ground-state
density can be found using non-interacting electrons that define the same nuclei and
nuclear positions of a real system then the non-interacting system must have the same
electron density function as the real system.
The equation for the total energy of a system of electrons as a functional of the electron
density is
E [ρ] = T [ρ] + EExt [ρ] + J [ρ] + EXC [ρ] , (2.46)
where E is the total energy, ρ the total electron density, T the non-interacting kinetic
energy functional, EExt the external potential functional, J the non-interacting classical
Coulomb interaction functional and EXC, the exchange-correlation functional which con-
tains the correction to the kinetic functional needed to reproduce the interacting system
and all non-classical electron interaction terms. The total density ρ is related to the





where φi is the i th electron wavefunction and N is the total number of electrons. The ki-
netic energy of the electrons is normally computed through use of electron wavefunctions












where r are the electronic coordinates and the central bracket contains the kinetic energy
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operator from the Schrödinger equation. The external potential follows similarly with







where ZA are the M nuclear charges and rA their postions. The Coulomb interac-
tion functional is very similar to the Coulomb integral but uses the total density’s self-








where r and r′ are dummy coordinates for the integrals. The factor of one half deals















The double counting can be seen explicitly in this expression as the interaction between
two electrons is included in the sum twice (e.g. the interaction between electron densities
1 and 2 is calculated when i = 1, j = 2 and i = 2 and j = 1). This leaves the exchange-
correlation potential EXC, which contains all the necessary corrections to make DFT
exact, to be determined.
In order to work within this formalism a set of non-interacting electron orbitals must be
determined. This is done in a fashion similar to the Hartree-Fock method but with the



















This operator combined with a set of initial guess orbitals allows a set of matrix elements




This is analogous to the Fock matrix in the Roothan-Hall equations and leads to a similar
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set of equations, called the Kohn-Sham equations, which can be written as
KC = SCE, (2.56)
where C are eigenvectors of basis set coefficients, S is the overlap matrix as defined pre-
viously and E is a diagonal matrix of the energy eigenvalues. A self-consistent procedure
can be applied to find converged energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors that provide the
Kohn-Sham orbitals. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are not the true orbitals for a system,
except if the exchange-correlation functional were to be exact, but they will produce a
reasonable electron density function. Hohenberg and Kohn proved that there is a uni-
versal exchange-correlation energy functional that will provide the exact energy for any
system of electrons. However, the form of this exact functional is unknown but a large
number of approximate functionals have been created.
The earliest exchange-correlation functional was based on the analytic result for the
electron exchange-correlation energy of a uniform electron gas as a function of a spatially
constant electron density, known as the local density approximation (LDA). The LDA
functional assumes that the exchange-correlation energy for a point in space with a
specific electron density is equivalent to the exchange-correlation energy for the uniform
electron gas at the same density. Clearly the density for a molecule changes throughout
space so alternative functionals include corrections based on the gradient, or indeed higher
derivatives, of the density. Further improvements have been made by mixing in the exact
exchange calculated using the Kohn-Sham orbitals, known as hybrid methods. This logic
has been extended by introducing an MP2 correction, using determinants composed of
Kohn-Sham orbitals, to provide a perturbation based correlation energy.
One key reason for using DFT is its ability to use arbitrary basis sets, including plane wave
basis sets, which makes it particularly attractive for calculations in reciprocal space. This
allows infinite crystals to be modelled which permits the calculation of bulk properties of
condensed matter without having to simulate very large numbers of atoms. A plane wave
basis set can be determined by setting a cutoff energy for the basis functions. This allows
the user to test for basis set convergence by increasing the cutoff energy until calculated
properties converge.
Although extremely useful and more scalable than most post Hartree-Fock methods DFT
is still limited to systems of about a couple of hundred atoms. To model larger systems
further approximations must be made which in turn requires further compromises in
accuracy.
2.6 Density-functional tight-binding approximation
The density-functional tight-binding method (DFTB) is a parametrised DFT method.
The method uses a DFT one-electron operator based on a fixed reference density which
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is assumed to be close to the density of the system of interest. This allows values for an
effective potential based on the reference system to be pre-calculated and stored and also
removes the self-consistent field iterations used in Hartree-Fock or DFT [15, 16].














VXC [ρ(r)] dr + EXC [ρ(r)] + EII,
(2.57)
where the first term is simply the sum of orbital energy eigenvalues and the next three
are corrections to the double counting of electron-electron interaction energies and the
last term is the energy due to the ionic repulsion of the bare nuclei. The one-electron
operators












dr′ + VXC [ρ(r)] (2.58)
are used to build a matrix which is diagonalised to find the orbitals χ. If some reference
density ρ0 that is close to the exact density can be used in these equations then the
orbitals can be computed by a single diagonalisation. In standard DFT the density
is recomputed for every new set of orbitals and is then used to find new one-electron
operators ĥi, which are then used to find new orbitals until self consistency is achieved.
In DFTB it is assumed that the reference density is close enough to the true density for
the computed orbitals and energy eigenvalues to be reasonable approximations of orbitals
and energies computed using full DFT.
To proceed it is necessary to define a basis set which can be used to describe the orbitals.
DFTB uses a minimal atomic orbital basis set based on compressed orbitals of neutral

















where the last term is introduced to constrain the electron density closer to the nucleus
than the free neutral atom with r0 as a variational parameter. The minimal basis set
provides a single radial function for each angular momentum state, i.e. one for s-states,
three for p-states, five for d-states etc., and uses real spherical functions to describe the
angular component.
With the basis set defined it is possible to compute the overlap and Hamiltonian matrix
elements for different orbitals on different atoms. This is done once, over a range of
internuclear distances, and the result is stored in tables for use in calculations. The
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where the φ’s are orbitals of the constrained atoms and are described by single basis
functions from the minimal set. The Hamiltonian matrix elements are calculated using
Hpq =

εp, if p = q〈
φAp
∣∣∣T̂ + Veff [ρ0]∣∣∣φBq 〉 if A 6= B
0 otherwise,
(2.61)
where εp is the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue for the neutral unconfined atom, A and B denote
different atoms and Veff [ρ0] is the sum of the effective potentials due to the densities of
the confined atoms. The overlap and Hamiltonian matrix entries for pairs of different
atoms can be computed over a range of different internuclear distances and stored for
later use.
A Hamiltonian matrix based on the confined atomic densities can be used to calculate
molecular orbitals and their corresponding energy eigenvalues. The sum of the occupied
orbital energies is referred to as the band structure energy and for any given molecule
this should be close to the band structure energy computed using full DFT. However,
equation 2.57 shows that the DFT based total energy includes four other terms that are
yet to be included in the DFTB calculation. These missing components are combined
into a single potential referred to as the repulsive potential [15] leading to
ETot = EBS [ρ0] + ERep, (2.62)
where EBS [ρ0] is the band structure energy, i.e the sum of the energy eigenvalues, ERep
the repulsive potential and ETot is the total energy. The repulsive potential is found by
subtracting the DFTB band structure energy for a given molecule from the total energy,
calculated by using any suitable means e.g. DFT, MP2, coupled cluster method etc [17].
The repulsive energy is calculated in this way over a range of internuclear distances and
stored for later use.
This is the most basic form of DFTB known as non-self-consistent DFTB [16] as the
calculation for any user supplied molecular geometry requires a single diagonalisation
of the Hamiltonian matrix to find the molecular orbitals and energy eigenvalues. The
non-self-consistent approach does not allow for any charge transfer between the atoms,
which is common for molecules containing atoms with different electronegativities. This
shortfall is addressed by modifying the equations to include not just the reference density
but also a small density fluctuation i.e. ρ→ ρ+ δρ. By expanding the equation for total
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energy, equation 2.57, to second order in δρ the total energy becomes [15]





























VXC [ρ0(r)] ρ(r) dr + EII,
(2.64)
and the second part is the sum of the second-order corrections to the Coulomb and
exchange-correlation energies due to the charge fluctuation. The non-self-consistent part
is solved as normal to find the shape of the orbitals χi. Rather than find the density
fluctuation δρ directly a set of partial atomic charges are sought instead. These quantities





where ∆qA are the partial atomic charges and VA the atomic volumes. The atomic
volumes are not defined explicitly but implicitly by the partial atomic charges found using
Mulliken population analysis [18]. By normalising the atomic densities with respect to
the atomic volumes, ∫
VA
δρA(r) dr = 1, (2.66)





This allows the double integral in equation 2.63 to be decomposed into a sum of double





















When A = B the integral can be approximated by the Hubbard parameter U . This can
be shown by expanding atomic energy in terms of charge to second order to get









where E0 is the energy of the neutral atom and Q is charge. The change in energy of the
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Using the Mulliken definition of electronegativity,
χ ≈ 1
2
(Ei + Eea) , (2.72)
and, noting that in this instance χ is the electronegativity and not an orbital as previously
defined, with the definition of the Hubbard parameter
U ≈ Ei − Eea (2.73)









Hence, U can replace the second derivative in equation 2.68 when A = B.
At large internuclear distances the exchange-correlation part of equation 2.68 will tend
to zero leaving the other term which is a classical Coulomb interaction energy for point
charges. The classical Coulomb potential will not produce the correct behaviour for two
electrons on the same atom at which the second-order correction should be equal to the
Hubbard parameter. As the internuclear distance tends to zero a predetermined analytic
function, based on integrals assuming spherically symmetric charge distributions, is used







using the expression for γ as suggested by Koskinen [17]:
γAB =

UA, if A = B,
erf(CABrAB)
rAB
if A 6= B,
(2.77)
where rAB is the internuclear distance between atoms A and B and erf(x) is the Gauss er-
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ror function. The function CAB is defined using the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
for Gaussian distribution functions used for the spherically symmetric charge distribu-
















With the second-order correction defined and a set of partial atomic charges found using
Mulliken population analysis the total energy can be calculated. However, the par-
tial atomic charges must now be incorporated into the one-electron operators ĥ via the
nuclear-electron interaction term. This results in the need to generate new orbitals
which in turn requires the generation of new partial atomic charges, a process which
must be repeated until self-consistency is achieved. This is why this form of DFTB is
referred to as self-consistent-charge DFTB (SCC-DFTB). This form of DFTB allows for
some charge transfer between the atomic sites which improves on the original non-self-
consistent DFTB form by permitting polarisation within simulated molecules. It should
be noted that there is no polarisation effect in the charge fluctuations.
The concept of expanding the total energy has been extended further by incorporating
a third-order correction term, a method referred to as DFTB3 [19]. By extending the
energy of an atom with respect to its charge to third order leads to














which in terms of the electronegativity and Hubbard parameter becomes





















which requires the derivative of the gamma function, defined in 2.77, with respect to
an atomic partial charge. Although three-center contributions exist it is in the spirit of
tight-binding calculations to limit the included terms to two-centre approximations. In
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The derivative of γ with respect to ∂U can be determined analytically through differen-
tiation of equation 2.77 but the derivative of the Hubbard parameter must be calculated
numerically. This is performed by numerical differentiation of the Hubbard parameter
calculated at different charge states (Q = +1, Q = 0 and Q = −1) using DFT. The
Hubbard parameter is not constant with respect to atomic charge so by including charge
dependence on the derivative of the Hubbard parameter it is possible to reproduce the
behaviour of partially charged systems with greater accuracy using DFTB3.
All forms of DFTB require careful parametrisation. Parameters are not automatically
transferable from one form of DFTB to another. By adding second- and then third-order
correction terms it is necessary to recompute the repulsive potentials. This makes com-
parison of the different flavours of DFTB difficult. A further problem is that parameters
must be calculated for every pair of species leading to a quadratic growth in the number
of parameters with respect to atomic species. This does not tend to be an issue for a
user provided that the necessary parameters are freely available for the atomic species
used in their calculations.
DFTB offers an exceptionally fast method for computing molecular and crystal proper-
ties using an electronic structure based approach. Systems of several thousand atoms
can be simulated making it a useful method for simulating nanostructures. Larger sys-
tems can be modelled using molecular mechanics force fields but the accuracy of results
generated using such methods is less than those produced using DFTB. Furthermore,
DFTB captures electronic behaviour, allowing for the electronic properties of materials
to be investigated, which is not possible using molecular mechanics.
2.7 Molecular mechanics
The alternative to electronic structure methods is to ignore the electron orbitals and
describe the molecular energy using only the nuclear coordinates. Such models are re-
ferred to as molecular mechanics potentials or force fields. This method avoids issues
with achieving self-consistent fields and the quantum nature of the electrons. Instead,
it uses analytic expressions for the interatomic forces with parameters fitted to exper-
imental data or higher order calculations. This reduces the problem to the Newtonian
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mechanics of a system of interacting particles and reduces the computational cost by
orders of magnitude. However, such methods generally require knowledge of the input
structures and may only provide accurate results close to the equilibrium geometries.
The potential energy of structure as a function of nuclear coordinates is
U = f(x), (2.85)
where U is the total potential energy of the system and x is the vector of nuclear co-
ordinates. The degrees of freedom x can contain additional variables, such as shell
coordinates in a core-shell model, but in this work the variables will only be of the for-
mer type. Many potentials use known properties like relaxed bond lengths, steric effects,
torsional barriers and vibrational frequencies to provide a method for parametrising the











where rij is the distance between two bonded atoms, θijk the angle between three atoms
connected by two bonds and φijkl the angle between two bonds that are connected by
a third. The sums occur over all combinations and will contain parameters that depend
on the atomic species of the atoms involved.




k(rij − r0)2, (2.87)
where k and r0 are parameters whose value depends on the atoms connected by the
bond. This simple harmonic potential produces forces that vary linearly but it can only
describe the bond energy accurately when r is close to the equilibrium bond length r0






which requires the depth D and width a of the potential along with the equilibrium bond
length as predetermined parameters. The benefit of this form is that it better describes
the bond energy away from the equilibrium length than a harmonic approximation.
The bond angle term can be represented using a harmonic form but a trigonometric form
can also be used [20, 21]. By representing the bond angle potential with
g(θijk) = k (1− cos(nθijk)) where n = 1, 2, 3 . . . (2.89)
where k is parametrised dependent on the three atoms and how they are connected, it
is possible to better reproduce the potential energy due to large angular deformations
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compared to a simple harmonic form [20]. The above expression is based on a Fourier
expansion of the angular potential and additional sine and cosine terms can be included
at the cost of more parameter fitting.
Torsional barriers have relatively low energies so it is very common to use Fourier expan-





allows for multiple minima and torsional barriers to be included in the forcefield.
The terms described above are the most common type of bonded interactions included in
molecular mechanics potentials but they are usually not used by themselves. Non-bonded
interactions, such as van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, are incorporated into
potentials by use of appropriate terms. The van der Waals potentials are generally


















is employed for electrostatic interactions between atoms i and j with partial atomic
charges qi and qj and interatomic separation rij .
Potentials may be supplemented with additional terms or simplified by removing some of
the terms discussed. Many systems have been investigated using only Morse or Lennard-
Jones potentials calculated between all atom pairs. However, the basic forms shown
above are used by a number of readily available force fields in many simulation packages
[23, 24, 21].
An alternative method for describing interactions between atoms are bond order poten-
tials. These potentials simulate the interactions between atoms based on the distance
between atoms and their coordination numbers. This methodology has been used to build
a number of potentials for carbon that have become increasingly popular for simulating
carbon nanostructures. Of particular note is the Tersoff-Brenner potential [25, 26] that
has the form
Uij = fC(rij) [aijfR(rij) + bijfA(rij)] , (2.93)
where the functions fR and fA determine the energy due to repulsive and attractive
forces between the atoms i and j as functions of their separation rij . The cutoff function
fC(rij) allows the potential to be limited to nearest neighbours and the functions a and
b modify the strength of the repulsion or attraction based on the local environment of
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the atoms. The attractive and repulsive functions are usually
fR(r) = A exp(−λ1r), (2.94)
fA(r) = −B exp(−λ2r), (2.95)
where r is the distance between the atoms and λ1, λ2, A and B are fitted parameters.
When added together these two functions form a Morse type potential. The function bij ,















provides modification of the attractive potential due to third atoms denoted by the index
k. The function g(θijk) is a function of the angle between the connecting lines between
atoms i and j and i and k, which allows for shielding behaviour. The potential uses






d2 + (h− cos θijk)2
, (2.98)
where c, d and h are fitted parameters, to provide shielding when a third atom lies
between the atoms i and j. The function
aij = (1 + α
nηnij)
− 1









where α is another parameter, is suggested for modifying the repulsive potential. How-
ever, in the original work it is suggested that α be taken as 0 which leads to aij having
a constant value of 1. The original potential was developed and parametrised for pure
silicon but in later papers parameters were devolped for carbon [27] and some type III-V
semiconductors [28, 29].
The basic potential for carbon fails to account for conjugated bonds leading to spuri-
ous results for finite graphene based structures terminated with hydrogen. This was
recognised later and a correction term introduced which corrected for conjugated and
nonconjugated bonds [26]. A later version of this potential, known as the reactive empir-
ical bond order potential (REBO), also modifies the attractive and repulsive functions









where r is interatomic distance and Q is a fitted parameter. The Q/r term allows the
potential to tend to infinity as the distance goes to zero instead of to a finite value
as occurred in equation 2.94. The attractive term is replaced with a more complex





where the three values of β are new parameters to be determined during fitting. The
REBO potential also used an expanded database of properties to use in the fitting to
improve the parametrisation. These adjustments improved the predicted bond lengths,
energies and force constants of the potential for both carbon and hydrocarbon structures.
Further developement of the potential introduced terms to provide torsion and inter-
molecular effects, that were previously missing, led to the adaptive intermolecular REBO
potential or AIREBO [31]. The intermolecular term is a Lennard-Jones potential but
uses a range dependant adaptive switching function. The switching range varies based on
the adjacent atoms types and how the atoms involved are bonded. The torsional term is
similar to the those used in the empirical potentials and provides the torsional behaviour
that was missing in the earlier potentials.
Other potentials have also introduced long range potential functions such as the long
range carbon bond order potential (LCBOP) [32]. Here Morse potentials are used to
reproduce the interplanar van der Waals bonding in graphite. This potential was updated
to LCBOP II [33] by introducing a correction term to improve how the potential dealt
with unpaired electrons and a torsion term into the bond order function (bij in function
2.96).
As alternative bond order dependant potential is ReaxFF [34]. This potential writes the
system energy as
USystem = EBO + EOver + EUnder + EValence + EPenalty
+ ETorsion + EConjugation + EvdW + ECoulomb,
(2.103)
where EBO is a bond potential, EOver and EUnder corrects for over or under binding,
EValence accounts for deviations in the bond angle energy, EPenalty is a penalty term to
correct the bond angle energy for certain structures, EConjugation incorporates conjugation
effects and ETorsion, EvdW and ECoulomb are torsion, van de Waals and Coulomb terms
similar to those introduced previously.
All terms except the van der Waals and Coulomb potentials have some dependence on














where n indicates bond order and varies up to the maximum number of bonds V , rij
is the interatomic separation and all other parameters are fitted for specific atom pairs.
This allows B to vary continuously from V to zero over a range of bond lengths. This
provides the mechanism for simulating reactions between atoms as bonds are made or
broken. The actual forms of the energy terms tend to be complicated and dependent on
the environment of the atoms involved in the calculation so are not given here.
Molecular mechanics potentials offer a computationally efficient method for simulating
large numbers of atoms. Most potentials are built such that first, second and possibly
higher derivatives can be included explicitly for use in function minimisation methods or
molecular dynamics simulations. The more basic potentials require the molecular struc-
tures to be provided by the user and they generally can not model reactions without
additional user input. Bond order potentials have been developed to simulate reactions
and phase changes for carbon based materials but these are dependent on complex math-
ematical forms involving large parameter sets.
2.8 Software
2.8.1 Gaussview
Gaussview is a graphical user interface for the Gaussian package that provides a set of
tools for building and viewing molecules. It provides access to most of the features of
Gaussian through menus and dialogues. It was used in this work for generating initial
geometries form some of the investigated structures.
2.8.2 Gaussian09
Gaussian09 [35] is a quantum chemistry package that was developed for AO basis sets with
calculations performed in real space. It can be used for periodic calculations although this
is uncommon as plane wave DFT packages exist for this purpose (see CASTEP). Gaus-
sian09 offers a number of different calculation types including Hartree-Fock (HF), density-
functional theory (DFT) and a number of post-HF methods including Möller-Plesset
perturbation (MP2 and MP4), configuration interaction, multi-reference self-consistent-
field methods (including complete-active-space self-consistent-field) and coupled-cluster
methods.
2.8.3 CASTEP
CASTEP [36] is a plane-wave DFT package that uses pseudopotentionals to perform
solid state calculations of crystal structures. The DFT calculation is mostly performed
in reciprocal space using a plane-wave basis set. The basis set size can be increased
by increasing the cutoff energy for the plane waves which provides a simple method
for testing for basis set convergence. The drawbacks to performing the calculation is
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reciprocal space include the computational cost of applying certain types of exchange-
correlation functionals and the need to simulate vacuum gaps when dealing with 1D and
2D systems. Functionals containing exact exchange, using the exchange integral of the
Hartree-Fock method, are particularly costly in this method.
2.8.4 DFTB+
DFTB+ [37] uses the density-functional tight-binding approximation with predetermined
parameter sets to calculate the electronic structure of crystals and molecules. The ap-
proximations made in this method, the parametrised potentials and matrix elements and
the short range cutoff of the interactions, trades calculation accuracy for speed, allowing
much larger systems of atoms to be considered than DFT.
2.8.5 GULP
GULP [38] is a molecular mechanics/dynamics package which provides considerable
choice of empirical potentials, the ability to model periodic systems and various cal-
culation methods. GULP can provide reasonable values for mechanical properties close
to a systems equilibrium and can handle very large systems of atoms.
2.8.6 LAMMPS
LAMMPS [39] is another molecular mechanics/dynamics package containing many molec-
ular mechanics potentials and fulfils the same roles as GULP.
2.8.7 MATLAB
Matlab [40] is a general purpose maths programming language with a wide variety of tools
from file I/O to plotting to symbolic mathematics. A number of tools for generating input
geometries, plotting data, converting input files and performing analyses were coded in
Matlab for use in this project.
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Piezoelectric effects in boron
nitride nanotubes
The principle aim of the work in this chapter was to build and test a computational
method capable of capturing piezoelectric effects using a pre-existing molecular modelling
method called atomistic finite element method (AFEM). This method uses a space frame
structure to describe molecules which allows conventional finite element packages to carry
out atomistic simulations. This is accomplished by treating bonds as beams that connect
atoms with the beam properties determined from force constants taken from molecular
mechanics potentials. The work presented here attempts to expand this method by
incorporating piezoelectric effects so it can be used to calculate the piezoelectric coupling
tensor for a specified nanostructure. This chapter is based on work previously submitted
as my extended project and published, in part, in conference proceedings and in more
detail in a journal paper where I was lead author. The work was presented at the 24th
International Congress of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics [1] and the journal paper
was published in Nanotechnology where it was included in the 2017 highlights for the
journal [2].
3.1 Introduction
AFEM was first used to model carbon nanotubes by Li and Chou [3] in 2003 and has
since been used to model graphene, hexagonal boron nitride, boron nitride nanotubes and
zirconia nanotubes by various authors [4, 5, 6, 7]. The method has even been applied
to deoxyribonucleic acid as a way to study the study the mechanics of DNA [8]. The
method is based on the concept of taking energy equivalence between the strain energy
of deformed beams and the deformation energy of molecular bonds as given by molecular
mechanics potential models. The chemical bonds between atoms are modelled as beams
which can stretch, twist, bend and shear allowing the application of standard structural
finite element techniques to determine the response of nanostructures to an applied force
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or deformation. Li and Chou demonstrated this method using both static [9] and dynamic
simulations [10].
Much work using this method and related formulations have adopted different element
types to model the molecular bonds. Meo and Rossi used non-linear spring elements and
torsional spring elements to model bond extension and angular deformation properties
of carbon-carbon bonds in graphene and carbon nanotubes [11]. Adhikari et al. used the
same method as Li and Chou to model DNA with the addition of elastic spar elements
for the hydrogen bonds [8]. Boldrin et al. [12] used the same principles as the Li and
Chou authors but used deep shear Timoshenko type beam elements to calculate the
mechanical properties of boron nitride nanosheets. These beam elements differ from
the slender Euler-Bernoulli elements used elsewhere by including shear deformation, a
deformation mode that is relevant to beams with a low length to width ratio. It can
be shown that this ratio is low for the effective beams employed in the atomistic finite
element method. Boron nitride structures subject to an external electric field have been
modelled by Zhang et al. using the Li and Chou method [6]. However, their choice of
atomic charges is based on a simplified ionic model that does not necessarily represent
realistic charge density distributions. Their assumption of charges of +3 e and −3 e, for
the boron and nitrogen atoms respectively, is intuitive but it is not consistent with results
from population analysis of ab initio quantum mechanical calculations [13, 14]. Nasdala
et al. developed a multi element approach (MDFEM) that uses different element types to
represent the force terms in the underlying molecular mechanics model [15]. To account
for different types of forces, the elements consist of two node spring elements to carry
bond elongation, three node coupled bond elements to carry angular deformation and
four node elements to carry torsion. Although this method is more complicated than the
method proposed by Li and Chou, a single bond will require many elements in order to
capture the different deformation mechanisms, it only requires three translational degrees
of freedom at each node instead of six. Another somewhat more simplified multi-element
approach is that of Giannopoulos et al. which uses one type of element to represent
bond stretching and another element which connects two atoms that share a bond with
a common third atom to carry the angular and torsional load [16].
The atomistic finite element method has been employed almost solely for the purpose of
examining the stiffnesses of molecular structures. Moreover, the initial geometries used
have been idealised nanotube geometries, where all atoms lie on the surface of a cylinder,
as opposed to energy minimised structures. However, we seek to add additional func-
tionality to calculate piezoelectric properties, such as those of boron nitride nanotubes.
This requires effective charges to be calculated for the atoms based on the molecular
geometry and structure and a family of methods that provide a rapid method for ef-
fective charge calculations have been developed from the premise of electronegativity
equalization [17, 18, 19, 20].
Nanotubes are one of several intriguing synthetic molecular structures produced over the
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Figure 3.1: A diagram showing the resultant dipole vector, P , due to applied stress, the left image
shows a torque, τ , (assuming the right hand rule) and the right image shows axial stress, σ. The green
atoms show the relaxed state and the blue atoms show the (exaggerated) response to an applied stress.
last few decades. They were first produced composed entirely of carbon atoms [21], the
well known carbon nanotube (CNT). This discovery lead to studies of other potential
candidate materials with the potential to form nanotubes. One of the most promising
was boron nitride as it was known to form both cubic and hexagonal polymorphs, as an
almost exact III-V analogue of carbon. Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) were predicted
in 1994 [22] and shown to be semiconductors with a large band gap. The first successful
synthesis of BNNTs was subsequently reported in 1995 by Chopra et al. [23] using the
plasma discharge method. In 2003 Mele and Král [24] used a Berry phase approach to
predict piezoelectric properties of BNNTs caused by symmetry breaking of the structure
under deformation. They showed that boron nitride nanotubes would generate a cou-
pled electric dipole dependant on their chirality and the loading type to which they were
subjected. Armchair nanotubes subjected to torsion would generate a coupled electric
dipole, while zigzag nanotubes would respond to elongation (as shown in figure 3.1). Fur-
thermore, their work showed how the strength of the coupling varied with chiral angle for
a given type of loading. The predicted values for the piezoelectric coupling tensor entries
suggest BNNTs are better piezoelectric materials than polymer piezoelectric materials
[25]. Their piezoelectric properties coupled with their axial stiffness offers potential ap-
plications in composites [26] and nano-electro-mechanical devices (NEMs) [27]. A further
benefit of boron nitride materials is their large neutron absorption cross sectional area,
adding to their value in space vehicle applications [26].
BNNTs provide an excellent test structure for testing an extended AFEM which incor-
porates piezoelectric effects. Calculating the piezoelectric properties of BNNTs requires
that the AFEM accurately reproduces the deformation of the structure of BNNTs under
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both tensile and torsional loading. Predicted piezoelectric coupling coefficients can be
compared to readily available values from the literature, which simplifies validation. The
necessary data to build the AFEM model are also widely available from the literature.
The work presented here seeks to determine the piezoelectric tensor coefficients of boron
nitride nanotubes of a variety of chiralities using the atomistic finite element method and a
molecular mechanics energy minimisation approach. The dependence of the piezoelectric
properties of BNNTs on the atomic displacements makes this a good test of the atomistic
finite element method. The work compares the results of the atomistic finite element
method with those of molecular mechanics simulations of the same structures to highlight
the differences in the outcomes from the different simulation methods.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Atomistic Finite Element Method
The atomistic finite element method seeks to model molecular bonds using beam the-
ory and the material and geometric properties of the beams have to be defined. The
properties of the beams are deduced from empirical force models developed for molecular
mechanics simulations. Common empirical force models describes the structural energy













UvdW + UCoulomb. (3.1)
Uij is the bond stretch energy and is the change in energy due to the change in length of
the bond between between atoms i and j. Uijk is the bond angle energy and is the change
in energy due to the change in angle between bonds ij and jk where atom j is common to
both bonds. Uijkl is the torsion energy and is the change in energy due to the change in
angle between bonds ij and kl which are connected by the bond jk. UvdW and UCoulomb
are van der Waals and electrostatic energy respectively and are considered non-bonded
energy terms as they are calculated for pairs of atoms which lie within a certain range
of each other. The van der Waals and electrostatic terms have no counterpart in beam
deformation and are neglected in the atomistic finite element method. These force models
can use linear relationships between force and displacement or they can use nonlinear
relationships such as Morse potentials and truncated Fourier series. It is possible to
approximate, using Taylor series, these nonlinear potentials as linear at least close to
equilibrium bond lengths, angles and dihedral angles thus allowing the determination of
properties of the modelled structure due to small strains.












































Here, ∆rij ,∆θijk and ∆φijkl are the bond elongation, angular and dihedral deformations
respectively and are determined from the difference between their deformed values and
their relaxed values which were calculated by minimising the energy of the molecule.
The force constants kij , kijk and kijkl define the relationship between the different de-
formations and the change in energy. E,A, I, L,G and J are the material and geometric
properties of beams, namely the Young’s modulus, cross sectional area, second moment
of area, length, shear modulus and angular moment of area respectively. The length of
the beam is the relaxed length of the molecular bond and the beam cross section is taken
as a solid circle to provide symmetric bending properties which gives A = πr2, I = πr4/4






where As = A/κ is the shear area and κ is the shear correction factor, for which there





where ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the hypothetical material of the beam representing the
atomic interactions.
The choice of beam model determines whether equation 3.4 or 3.5 is used (equation
3.4 for slender beams and 3.5 for deep shear beams) and in turn affects the need for
determining the beam radius and Poisson’s ratio. In the slender beam, also referred to
as an Euler-Bernoulli beam, model there is no need to determine a Poisson’s ratio or
radius as the molecular mechanics derived constants can be used directly to construct
the entries in the element stiffness matrix [3]. The radii of these beams can be calculated
by combining equations 3.2 and 3.4 substituting appropriate functions of radius for the
cross sectional area and second moment of area for a solid cylindrical tube and then






The radius of the beam produced using this beam model results in a significant radius to
length ratio which in standard beam theory requires the use of a deep shear, Timoshenko
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type beam model. Euler-Bernoulli slender beams have been used in previous work with
apparent success so whether one needs to be concerned with deep shear for modelling
molecular bonds remains an open question.
The deep shear beam model requires calculation of the shear deformation constant and
the shear correction factor which requires finding appropriate values for radius and Pois-
son’s ratio. This is achieved by substituting the appropriate functions of radius for the


































using the shear correction factor in equation 3.7. Solving equations 3.9 and 3.10 for E

















































4 (1 + ν) + 4l2kijkl (6ν + 7)
)
(9kijr4(1 + ν) + l2kijkl(6ν + 7))
. (3.19)
This result provides a function relating radius and Poisson’s ratio with the force constants
and the beam/bond lengths appearing as coefficients. This can be solved for coupled
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values of the radius and Poisson’s ratio by minimising the difference between the value
kijk as provided by a suitable molecular mechanics force field and the right hand side
of equation 3.19. A suitable pair of values can be chosen by applying the additional





The isotropy condition is imposed for simplicity of the model rather than for any physical







The molecular mechanics constants thus provide all the required information to model the
molecular bonds using beams. These can then be constructed to form a frame structure
using standard finite element techniques.
3.2.2 Calculating piezoelectric properties
In order to use AFEM and molecular mechanics to calculate the piezoelectric properties
of boron nitride nanotubes the dipole density of the tubes and its rate of change due to
deformation must be calculated. The dipole density can be found by summing the atomic
dipole moments and dividing by the surface area of the tube. The areal dipole density is
used, rather than the volumetric density which would normally be used in calculations
for bulk material properties, due to the difficulty in assigning a wall thickness to the
hollow nanotube [25]. The use of areal rather than volumetric densities also changes
the nature of the piezoelectric tensor and the units of its entries from C/m2 to C/m.
Nanotubes are considered to be a one dimensional structure due to their high length to
radius ratio. This low dimensionality allows the neglect of all but uniaxial tension and
torsional deformation in determining their piezoelectric properties.
Atomic dipole moments can be calculated using atomic polarisabilities and the electric
field at the atom sites using
pA = αE(rA), (3.22)
where pA is the atomic dipole moment, α is the atomic polarisability and E(rA) is
the electric field at the atom position, rA. Atomic polarisabilities are available from
the literature and are either calculated using quantum mechanics or are determined
experimentally [29]. The polarisabilities of boron and nitrogen used in this work were
3.03× 10−24cm3 and 1.10× 10−24cm3 respectively [30].
To calculate the electric field the position of the atom centres and the values of the ef-
fective charges on the atoms must be known. The atom positions are calculated using
molecular mechanics or with AFEM; they are the same as the location of the nodes in
the finite element simulation. There are many methods available for calculating effective
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atomic charges but the most convenient are simple approaches based on electronegativi-
ties and atomic hardness or idempotential [18, 19, 20, 31, 32]. The basis of such methods
is electronegativity equalisation, which involves the expansion of chemical potential E of
an atom A in a molecule so













. . . (3.23)
where Q is the charge on the atom [18]. If the energy at Q = 0 is taken as the zero point
of the energy scale, the atomic energy at Q = +1 is equivalent to the ionisation energy.
In the same manner, the energy at Q = −1 is equivalent to the electron affinity and it is








(Ei + Eea), (3.24)
where Ei is the first ionisation potential and Eea is the electron affinity of the atom.
Equation 3.24 is the definition of the Mulliken electronegativity [33], χ0A. A further





= Ei − Eea, (3.25)
which is the idempotential J0AA, the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons in the φA
orbital[19]. This allows the expression of the total energy of the molecule as the sum of
the atomic energies plus the Coulomb potential generated due to atoms with non zero
charge thus,



















Here, QAQBJAB is the Coulomb interaction energy of atom A and atom B. When atoms
A and B are far apart the Coulomb interaction energy is equivalent to the classical
Coulomb potential J = QAQB/4πε0rAB. However, at short interatomic distances the
Coulomb interaction must be represented using a functional form that tends to the to
the idempotential and not infinity as rAB tends to zero. Taking the derivative of equation









where ∂E/∂QA = χA which is the atomic chemical potential. There must be a certain set
of partial atomic charges QB that lead to equal values for the atomic chemical potentials.
These partial charges describe the electronegativity equalised state, where the potential
due to differences in the electronegativity of the atoms is equal to the potential created
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by the electric field due to the partial charges. The equilibration of the atomic chemical
potentials leads to the N − 1 constraints
χ1 = χ2 = . . . χN , (3.28)





can be used to solve the N simultaneous equations described by equation 3.27. This can
be achieved by solving the linear system AQ = b where
A =

1 1 . . . 1
J1,1 − J2,1 J1,2 − J2,2 . . . J1,N − J2,N













2 − χ01, χ03 − χ02, . . . , χ0N − χ0N−1
]T
(3.31)
and Q is a vector of the partial atomic charges. Once the atomic positions and charges
are known the electric field at the individual atom sites is calculated using Coulomb’s
law.
The piezoelectric property of interest in this work is the piezoelectric coupling tensor for





Here P is the areal dipole density vector and S is the strain vector in a constant electric
field. Due to the one dimensional nature of nanotubes the only entry for P that must
be considered is parallel to the tube axis. Likewise, the only entries for the strain vector
are axial elongation and axial torsion. The non zero entries of the piezoelectric coupling
tensor all take the same value for boron nitride nanotubes so it is only necessary to
calculate a single derivative. In this work the effect of torsion on the dipole moment







where P is the dipole moment density, Rtube is the radius of the nanotube and L is
the length of the nanotube. The shear strain γ due to the torsion in the nanotube was
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Figure 3.2: A two dimensional hexagonal lattice can be spanned by two basis vectors a and b. The
diagram shows a (5, 1) vector (5a + 1b) with chiral angle θ defined between the (n, n) vector and the
(5, 1) vector. Valid vectors must have the correct type, boron or nitrogen, at both end of the chiral vector








where θ is the torsion angle. The piezoelectric tensor entry was generated by simulating a
number of tubes undergoing varying amounts of axial torsion and using finite differences
to approximate the derivative.
3.2.3 Boron Nitride Nanotube Simulations
To test the AFEM method a range of boron nitride nanotubes were modelled using a
bespoke Matlab script. The tubes varied in radius from 1.6 Å to 11.0 Å covering all
available chiralities in this range. The chirality of the nanotubes is determined by the
vector that connects two equivalent lattice points of a hexagonal sheet. This vector
describes the direction of rolling if the tube were to be produced by rolling a sheet to
form the tube. The chirality can be described by either two integer values, that act as
multipliers of the two basis vectors needed to span the two dimensional hexagonal lattice,
or by an angle formed between the vector and a predefined direction. In this work a 0◦
chiral angle is the same as an (n, n) chiral vector, a vector which points along an armchair
edge of the hexagonal lattice. See figure 3.2 for illustration of this point.
The length of tubes was varied as a function of tube radius in order to ensure a length
to radius ratio of twenty. The tubes were terminated with hydrogen atoms in order to
provide a physically realistic structure, necessary for the charge equilibration methods.
A range of electronegativity equalisation methods are available, such as the charge equi-
libration method (QEq) [19] and the PACHA formalism [20], which utilise the concepts
presented in section 3.2.2. Atomic charges in this work were generated using the PACHA
formalism as implemented in the General Lattice Utility Program (GULP) [34]. Initially
the QEq method was used but its recursive procedure failed to converge for many of the
tubes so PACHA was adopted instead. The partial charges were generated for each tube
and the variation of chiralities and radii resulted in subtly different partial charges, as can
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(a) Boron charges (b) Nitrogen charges
Figure 3.3: The partial charges of boron and nitrogen atoms for different radii and chirality.
Table 3.1: The linearised force constants and effective beam properties used for both the Euler-Bernoulli
and Timoshenko beam models which were used for the (16,16) nanotube. The beam radius for the Euler-
Bernoulli beam model is included for comparison with the Timoshenko beam model radius only. The
beam radii and Poisson’s ratio were found using the methods described in section 3.2.1.
Energy component Euler-Bernoulli Timoshenko
kAxial 6.265× 10−8N Å−1 6.265× 10−8 N Å−1
kBend 4.873× 10−9N Årad−1 4.873× 10−9N Årad−1
kTorsion 1.325× 10−9N Årad−2 1.325× 10−9N Årad−2
rBeam 0.558Å 0.301Å
ν (Poisson’s ratio) - 0.068
be seen in figure 3.3. The Universal Force Field (UFF) [35] potential model was chosen
to provide the force constants used in the AFEM model and the molecular mechanics
optimisations, thus allowing for direct comparison of results. UFF was chosen as it is
relatively simple, has the option of linear or non-linear force expressions and provides the
required parameters for boron, nitrogen and hydrogen atoms.
The first step in the simulations was optimisation of the nanotube geometry using molec-
ular mechanics energy minimisation in GULP. AFEM requires that the original atomic
positions are those of the minimum energy for the molecule [36]. The original input
geometry, generated by our script, assumed that all the atoms lie on the surface of a
cylinder which is not an accurate model of a boron nitride nanotube [37]. Structure op-
timisation results in the atoms forming a wrinkled tube surface as can be seen in figure
3.4.
The depth of the wrinkling of the surface varies with the tube radii, as the radius increases
the wrinkling lessens. This relationship suggests that as the radius tends to infinity the
wrinkles will disappear leaving a planar hexagonal boron nitride sheet. The relationship
between wrinkle depth and nanotube radius is shown in figure 3.5 with data from density
functional theory calculations of Wirtz et al [38].
The force constants for the AFEM model were generated by making linear approxima-
tions of the force equations generated from the UFF potential about the equilibrium
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.4: Figure 3.4(a) shows the shape of an (8,0) nanotube in its initial state, where all atoms
lie on the circumference of a circle and figure 3.4(b) shows the relaxed state with its ‘wrinkled’ surface.
The boron atoms are marked as red and the nitrogen atoms as blue with the grey dots representing the
hydrogen atoms used to terminate the tubes (only visible in c through d). The graphs show the change
in position of the atoms in cylindrical polar coordinates plotted against position along the length of the
tube. Figure 3.4(c) shows the change in radial distance from the central axis of the tube, figure 3.4(d)
shows the slight adjustments to the angular positions and figure 3.4(e) shows how the relaxed tube has
changed length as the surface has wrinkled.
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Figure 3.5: Plot showing the depth of the wrinkles of different boron nitride nanotubes against tube
radius. The DFT data from Wirtz et al. [38] shows a similar pattern but with a faster decay as the
radius increases. The UFF based data of this work shows a flattening of the cusp seen in the DFT data
as the radius tends to 0.
bond lengths, angles and torsion angles of the optimised geometry for each nanotube.
Table 3.1 shows some examples of the force constants and beam properties that were
used in the AFEM simulations. This harmonic potential approximation requires that all
deformations are kept small.
With the molecular geometry optimised, two different loading scenarios were simulated:
torsion and extension. For the torsional simulations the hydrogen atoms and the first
connected boron and nitrogen atoms at one end of the tube were rotated about the tube
axis by progressively larger angles.
The angles of rotation were chosen by setting a limit of 0.2% on the shear strain of a
continuous hollow tube with the same length and radius of the nanotube under consider-
ation. The translational degrees of freedom perpendicular to the tube axis of the atoms
at both ends of the tubes were then removed in order to provide the boundary condi-
tions for both the molecular mechanics and atomistic finite element simulations. This
allowed the tubes to change in length while the relative rotation of the two ends is kept
constant. For the extension simulations a similar approach was taken but with one end
of the tubes subjected to an increasing displacement along the tube axis. The extension
of the tubes was limited to 0.1% strain and only the axial coordinate was held constant
for the boundary atoms at both ends of the tubes.
Finally, the tubes were optimised in GULP (using UFF) with the applied restrictions on
the end atoms and using second derivative methods employing the Broyden – Fletcher
– Goldfarb – Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [39]. For the largest tubes limited memory
BFGS (lBFGS) was used for the first optimisation steps and the final steps employed the
full BFGS algorithm. Simultaneously, the tube geometries were input into the AFEM
code and a sparse stiffness matrix generated by assembling translated element stiffness
matrices. The boundary conditions were applied and the stiffness matrix subdivided and
the system of equations solved using Matlab’s inbuilt left divide method. After the final
atom positions were calculated in each method the dipole density was calculated and a
finite difference scheme used to determine the rate of change of dipole density due to
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Figure 3.6: Piezoelectric coefficients, ez,xy, for a number of different nanotubes with varying chirality
placed under torsional loading. Results from Sai and Mele [25] are included for comparison. Qualitatively,
both the AFEM plots show similar responses compared to the molecular mechanics as the chiral angle
is varied, but quantitatively they show a smaller piezoelectric response and erroneous non zero tensor
coefficients for the 30◦ chiral angle tubes (i.e. zigzag tubes).
increasing stress in the tubes.
3.3 Results
The results of the torsional simulations are shown in figure 3.6 which plots the piezo-
electric response of a number of nanotubes of different chirality subjected to a torsional
loading. The chiral angle varies between 0◦, an armchair nanotube with chiral vector
(n, n), and 30◦, a zig-zag nanotube with chiral vector (n, 0). The chiral vector is the
same that which is commonly used for carbon nanotubes but it is important to note
that only even values of n are used to ensure boron atoms are only bonded to nitro-
gen atoms and vice versa. Although the overall trend in the results is similar to that
in other work, the values for the piezoelectric tensor coefficient produced using AFEM
are notably lower. The most significant failure of AFEM is the inability to produce a
zero value for the piezoelectric tensor coefficient for zig-zag type BNNTs under axial tor-
sional loading. The results generated using molecular mechanics, even using a relatively
old potential model such as UFF, were surprisingly close to those generated using more
accurate quantum mechanical electronic structure methods [25].
The results for the extension based simulations are shown in figure 3.7. The molecular
mechanics based results can be seen clearly in figure 3.7(b) and show the correct trend
with respect to chiral angle but the method appears to overestimate the value of the
piezoelectric tensor coefficient. The data points should be a mirror image of those seen
in figure 3.6 tending to −3.68 C/m at 30◦ but the simulations produced a value of −4.28
C/m. The AFEM results fail to reproduce either the trend or the values expected based
on either the molecular mechanics results or results produced by other authors using
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(a) Plot showing all results.
(b) Close up of the molecular mechanics minimi-
sation results.
Figure 3.7: Calculated piezoelectric coefficients of nanotubes subjected to an axial load. The left plot
shows all the results and the significant variability of the AFM values. The right plot shows a close up
of the molecular mechanics minimisation results showing the correct trend and reasonable values.
higher fidelity models. Figure 3.7(a) captures the scatter of all the AFEM results and
shows the extent of the disparity with the molecular mechanics results.
To examine the differences between the AFEM and molecular mechanics results a compar-
ison of the final positions of the atoms, generated using AFEM and MM, was performed
for a each nanotube. The atomic positions were transformed from Cartesian to cylindri-
cal polar coordinates and then the atomic displacements were calculated, for both AFEM
and MM the change in position from the optimised geometry to the twisted are extended
geometries. A selection of the results from this analysis can be seen in figures 3.8 and
3.9. For the torsional case seen in figure 3.9, the AFEM results show a linear increase in
angular displacement, which is expected of a continuum mechanics based model. They
also show a slight bulge at one end of the tube and a spread of displacements along the
length of the tube which vary depending on the chirality of the tube. The molecular
mechanics method shows the tubes bulging in different positions along the tube from
the AFEM, normally in the middle of the tube, and that the bulge is coupled to angu-
lar displacement behaviour. The two methods give very different results for the tension
load case. The radial and angular displacements for the AFEM simulations are entirely
different to those generated using the molecular mechanics method.
To understand further the discrepancy between the two methods the energies relating to
different molecular deformation modes were compared. This analysis was carried out on
a (16,16) armchair BNNT and the results are in tables 3.2 and 3.3. These results clearly
show that the Timoshenko formulation, although arguably correct for the aspect ratio of
the beams used to model the molecular bonds, results in significantly lower total energies
when compared with the Euler-Bernoulli formulation or molecular mechanics. This result
is expected as the more compliant nature of the Timoshenko beam formulation will result
in lower input energies required to produce the same amount of deformation. The Euler-
Bernoulli formulation performs reasonably well in the torsion load case but poorly in
the tensile load case when compared with the molecular mechanics minimisation results.
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(a) Radial displacement (b) Angular displacement (c) Axial displacement
(d) Radial displacement (e) Angular displacement (f) Axial displacement
(g) Radial displacement (h) Angular displacement (i) Axial displacement
Figure 3.8: A selection of plots comparing the displacement of the molecular mechanics results (shown
in red) with the displacements of the atomistic finite element method using Euler-Bernoulli beam elements
(shown in blue) for nanotubes under axial tension. The displacements are measured from the optimised
atomic coordinates of the relaxed nanotube and are given in cylindrical polar coordinates with the z axis
at the center of the tube. Figures a-c are for a (12,0) nanotube, d-f are for a (12,12) nanotube and g-i
are for a (14,8) nanotube.
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(a) Radial displacement (b) Angular displacement (c) Axial displacement
(d) Radial displacement (e) Angular displacement (f) Axial displacement
(g) Radial displacement (h) Angular displacement (i) Axial displacement
Figure 3.9: A selection of plots on the same basis as figure 3.8 but for torsionally loaded nanotubes.
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Table 3.2: Components of energy, given in electron volts, for a (16,16) BNNT under axial tension at
1% strain. The molecular mechanics minimisation results are the difference between the energy of the
optimised geometry and the energy at 0.1% strain. The AFEM values are the sum of the strain energies
for all elements for the different modes of deformation, tension/compression, bending and torsion, at 0.1%
strain. The AFEM method assumes that beam tension/compression, bending and torsion corresponds to
the bond extension, angle and torsion terms of the molecular mechanics potential.
Energy component MM minimisation AFEM AFEM
(Euler-Bernoulli) (Timoshenko)
(eV) (eV) (eV)
Bond extension 0.1167 0.0767 0.0130
Bond angle 0.6389 0.0612 0.0437
Bond torsion -0.4753 0.0000 0.0000
Inversion -0.1393 - -
Van de Waals -3.5153 - -
Electrostatic 3.5399 - -
Total 0.1656 0.1379 0.0567
This difference appears to depend on the non-bonded energy terms ignored in the AFEM
formulation.
The energy calculations can be used to calculate values for the Young’s modulus and the














rearranged for E and G respectively. The area, A, and the torsion constant, J , can be
calculated for a hollow tube with a wall thickness equal to the interplanar distance of
hexagonal boron nitrite. The results of this analysis and some values from the literature
are shown in table 3.4. These are in good agreement with those from similar method-
ologies. The values from Verma et al. [40] for a similar nanotube predicted show good
agreement with the values produced in this work despite the significant differences in the
formulations of the Tersoff-Brenner potential [41] and the UFF potential. Li & Chou
[9], the orginal authors of AFEM as implemented in the work, used Euler-Bernoulli type
beams but generated force constants using the DREIDING potential [42]. Their results
show similar values for the Young’s modulus and shear modulus the values in this work
for the Euler-Bernoulli type element formulation combined with the UFF potential.
The AFEM method implements the bond stretch term in exactly the same manner as
the molecular mechanics potential. However the bonded terms from the potential, angle
bending, torsion, and out of plane bending, are present in the AFEM model only after
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Table 3.3: Components of energy, given in electron volts, for a (10,0) BNNT under torsion resulting in
a 0.2% shear strain following the same method as Table 3.2.
Energy component MM minimisation AFEM AFEM
(Euler-Bernoulli) (Timoshenko)
(eV) (eV) (eV)
Bond extension 0.1431 0.0645 0.0065
Bond angle 0.1904 0.1528 0.0606
Bond torsion -0.0364 0.0010 0.0005
Inversion -0.0078 - -
Van de Waals -0.0028 - -
Electrostatic 0.0282 - -
Total 0.3147 0.2184 0.0675
Table 3.4: Young’s modulus, E, and shear modulus, G from different methods and authors with the
wall thickness, t, used stated in each case. All values are calculated using an arbitrary wall thickness of
3.33Å, the interplanar distance for hexagonal boron nitride, except for the result from Li and Chou who
performed the calculation using 3.4Å. The values for this work are for a (16,16) boron nitride nanotube.
The values from Verma et al. are for a (15,15) nanotube and the values from Li & Chou are for a nanotube
with a radius similar to that of the (16,16) tube, rTube = 11.1Å.
Work Method Potential E G t
(GPa) (GPa) (Å)
This work MM UFF 1039 492 3.33
This work AFEM UFF (Euler-Bernoulli) 865 342 3.33
This work AFEM UFF (Timoshenko) 356 106 3.33
Verma et al. [40] MM Tersoff-Brenner 1035 507 3.33
Li & Chou [9] AFEM DREIDING (Euler-Bernoulli) 900 500 3.40
considerable simplifications. These simplifications reduce the number of atoms involved
in the bonded interaction terms by removing the three-body bond angle and four-body
bond torsion interactions. The beam models attempt to replace these terms with two
body bending and torsion terms which require the addition of rotational degrees of free-
dom. These degrees of freedom are not present in molecular mechanics methods and
the stiffness matrix coefficients for these terms rely on various assumptions which are
questionable in a molecular context. This leads to situations where pure bond torsions
that occur in molecular mechanics are modelled as beam bending in AFEM, as shown
by Nasdala et al. [43]. Complete neglect of the non-bonded interaction terms will always
produce significant differences when comparing molecular mechanics minimisations, us-
ing potentials with bonded and non-bonded terms, with AFEM regardless of how well
the bonded terms are reproduced.
Overall, it is clear that the AFEM generates quantitatively different atomic displace-
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ments compared with molecular mechanics methods. This results in the quantitatively
and qualitatively incorrect behaviour of the piezoelectric tensor values, energies due to
deformation and mechanical properties of boron nitride nanotubes.
3.4 Discussion
While investigating AFEM as a potential candidate for simulating nanostructures under
applied external loads it became evident it has significant similarities with the molecular
mechanics models on which AFEM is built. Molecular mechanics force fields describe
the energy of a molecular structure based on the atomic coordinates and the bonds
that connect the atoms. Equation 3.1 is commonly used by many molecular mechanics
potentials, although other forms are used as well. We can write equation 3.1 in general
terms as
U = U(x), (3.37)






where Fi is a force component on some atom and in some direction. The gradient of the
energy can be used to find the energy minima close to some initial molecular conforma-
tion or can be used to provide forces for a time step integrator to perform molecular dy-
namic simulations. Methods such as conjugate gradient or steepest descents are two such
methods for finding the energy minima and relaxing the structure. Furthermore, if the
functional form of U is chosen such that the derivatives of U can be explicitly provided
then such calculations can be performed with minimal computational cost. However,
for many functions the most efficient method for finding a minimum is to employ the





The second derivatives defined above form the entries for a Hessian matrix, the inverse of
which is used in the Newton-Raphson method. This minimisation method still requires
an initial geometry but can converge on a minimum in fewer iterations than first order
methods. The draw back, compared to first derivative methods, is that it requires N2
second derivatives to be computed and stored rather than just the N derivatives. For
large numbers of atomic coordinates the computational time and storage requirements
can be become onerous. However, most potentials are restricted by only having energy
contributions based on nearby atoms. The bonded terms of equation 3.1 will only con-
tribute energy for interactions between an atom and up to its third nearest neighbours.
If a suitable cutoff to the nonbonded interaction terms of equation 3.1 are applied then
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many of the mixed second derivatives will be zero.
FEM uses a similar approach to minimise the strain energy of a space frame structure
but with two main differences: interactions between nodes are nearest neighbour pairwise
interactions only and instead of node positions it uses node displacements. The first of
these is reasonable when applied to continuum mechanics as any forces in a structure
must be passed through its connected members. However, reducing the three- and four-
body terms found in molecular mechanics potentials to nearest neighbour interactions
will lead to a poor reproduction of the potential. Restricting the interactions to nearest
neighbours does allow a very sparse and almost diagonal Hessian to be constructed which
reduces the computational cost and memory requirements for solving the system. The
second difference will cause no issues when transferring from linear pairwise interactions
of MM to FEM but may cause problems if non-linear potential terms are used. If the
second derivatives of the energy are constants in the MM potential then they will also
be constants in the equivalent AFEM Hessian but provided displacements are kept small
the constant AFEM Hessian should be a reasonable approximation. In this work the
MM potential was linearised at the bond length, angles and dihedral angles of the MM
relaxed structures to minimise error between the non-linear potential terms and the
effective beam properties.
The question is why should anyone seek to simplify a MM potential to this degree and
then seek to implement it in a FEM package? The parameters and functional forms for
various potentials are available in many purpose built atomistic simulation packages but
converting these to AFEM parameters is non-trivial. The quality of the output of AFEM
clearly suffers due to the localisation of the many-body terms, the linearisation of the
potentials and the loss of the non-bonded interactions. It would be possible to speed up
calculations by implementing these alterations to the MM potential directly but it would
be wise to maintain the many-body terms even if they are linearised. Throughout this
work a significant part of the computational cost of the MM simulations was due to the
large cutoff distances required for the electrostatic interaction term in the non-bonded
energy. The fact that a large cutoff was needed to achieve convergence indicates that
removing this term entirely will have a significant negative impact on the results.
It is possible to construct a stiffness matrix that follows the form of a molecular mechanics
potential exactly such that the stiffness matrix of the FEM model and the Hessian matrix
of the molecular mechanics potential will be identical [15, 44]. Equally, it is possible
to parametrise a purely linear nearest neighbours potential for use in a any standard
molecular mechanics package. There are few reasons to do either of these although some
have suggested that by implementing atomistic simulations methods makes it easier to
combine atomistic and continuum mechanics simulations [43]. The drawbacks of this
approach are that implementing a MM potential in a FEM package takes time and
the FEM software will not have the many useful tools present in atomistic simulation
packages.
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3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has shown the limitations of using a simple implementation of an atom-
istic finite element method for investigating the piezoelectric behaviour of boron nitride
nanotubes. Further, it shows the failure of the method to accurately generate the dis-
placement due to external loading for molecules with significant Coulombic interactions.
We have applied methods for investigating the qualitative and quantitative behaviour of
such models which allow direct comparison with higher fidelity models. The work raises
the question of whether simple beam models, that use force-displacement constants that
couple movement of only the bonded neighbour atoms, are suitable for molecular stud-
ies. The work also shows that neglecting non-bonded interaction terms from an empirical
molecular mechanics potential will generate spurious results.
The use of molecular mechanics, coupled with dipole density calculations based on par-
tial atomic charges calculated using electronegativity equalisation methods, shows some
promise for calculating the piezoelectric properties of molecules.
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Chapter 4
Tensile mechanical strength of
carbon-carbon bonds
This chapter examines the ability of different computational methods to calculate the
forces between carbon atoms over a range of internuclear distances. The purpose of
this work is to determine suitable methods for studying the mechanical strength of car-
bon based materials such as graphene nanoribbons or carbon nanotubes. Commonly
used molecular mechanics potentials are tested alongside density-functional tight-binding
methods (DFTB), a variety of density-functional methods (DFT) and a pair of post-
Hartree-Fock (post-HF) methods, MP2 and CASSCF. The molecular mechanics poten-
tials are shown to perform poorly compared to the electronic structure calculations and
reasons for this are examined. DFTB is shown to be capable of reproducing the results
of the computational more demanding DFT and post-HF calculations. Some of the work
presented here was used as the basis for a conference paper [1].
4.1 Introduction
Nanostructures are an increasingly important topic in material science, with potential
uses in electronics [2], hydrogen storage [3], water purification [4], catalysis [5] and com-
posite materials [6]. Experimental investigation of nanostructures is difficult and costly
to perform and often require verification of results through theoretical calculations. Sim-
ulating these structures requires modelling a few hundred to a few thousand atoms which
is problematic for most electronic structure methods. The computational cost of these
methods scales poorly with the number of electrons leading to limits on the size of the
nanostructures which can be investigated.
Using nanostructures as structural components requires knowledge of what loads they can
withstand and the degree of deformation to which they can be subjected. Determining the
mechanical properties, such as the tensile strength, of nanoscale devices experimentally
is an exceptionally complex task due to the difficulty of manipulating them accurately
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and without causing damage while setting up the experiment. The alternative is to sim-
ulate nanostructures, which may contain thousands of atoms, responding to externally
applied forces to the point at which the structure breaks into two or more pieces. Such
calculations require accurate simulation of bonds being stretched to breaking point and
beyond, which in turn requires an accurate description of the electronic behaviour. Com-
putational chemistry has many tools capable of determining the electronic structure of
molecules and materials over a wide range of bond lengths but there is always a trade
off between accuracy and computational expense and bond dissociation is particularly
challenging. It is important that reliable methods for simulating failure of nanostruc-
tures, containing thousands of atoms, can be identified. Common methods employed for
simulating fracture and failure of nanostructures include reactive bond order potentials,
which are parametrised molecular mechanics potentials that permit simulations of large
numbers of atoms. The two most common methods are Tersoff-Brenner type potentials
[7, 8] and the ReaxFF potential [9]. Prediction of the strength of graphene nanoribbons
[10, 11, 12] and fracture growth in graphene [13, 14, 15] have been investigated using
both of these potentials but the approximations made by these potentials make such
predictions less reliable than ab initio results.
Accurate electronic structure methods are computationally expensive. Methods such as
density functional theory (DFT), Møller-Plesset pertubation theory and many others can
be employed but they all scale poorly with system size. Furthermore, it is necessary to
employ multi-reference methods to capture the energetics of bond breaking [16, 17, 18, 19]
due to the lack of size consistency and failure to account for static correlation effects in
single reference methods. This can be seen graphically in figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) which
shows the potential energy and corresponding force, respectively, for H2 at a range of
bond lengths. These figures show the results of a single reference method, PBE based
DFT, using two different spin states compared with a multi-reference method labelled
CASSCF(2,6).
Failure at the macroscale is defined by a materials tensile strength, the peak stress the
material can carry before catastrophic failure. Since stress is determined by force per
unit area the peak stress occurs at the peak force for a constant cross sectional area, at
least when considering engineering rather than true stresses. From this perspective, bond
strength can be considered as the maximum force that can be carried by the bond [20]. If
a constant tensile force, greater than this limit, is applied to a pair of bonded atoms then
it will overcome the restorative force of the bond and the bond will break. Bond strength
is conventionally defined as the energy required to stretch a bond from its equilibrium
separation to infinity so the term peak restorative force will be used to describe the
mechanical strength investigated here. The peak occurs at the inflection point of the
bond energy as a function of bond length [21], see figure 4.1(a). Determining values for
this quantity experimentally is challenging but has been achieved using polysaccharide




Figure 4.1: Figure (a) plots the total energy for a H2 molecule as a function of internuclear separation
and figure (b) plots the magnitude of the force on a hydrogen atom in H2 as a function of internuclear
separation where the dotted lines indicate that the plotted state is not the single determinant ground state.
The two PBE functional based density functional theory results are for the cases where the electrons are
spin paired (S = 0) and unpaired (S = 2). The spin paired PBE calculation tends towards an incorrect
energy, higher than one Hartree, and converges less rapidly than the CASSCF result. The S = 2 plot
crosses the S = 0 plot at which point it becomes the single determinant ground state which leads to an
unphysical discontinuity in the force. The complete active space self consistent field (CASSCF) result
shows the correct physical behaviour by tending towards an energy value of one Hartree, the energy of two
hydrogen atoms at infinite separation. The multi reference CASSCF calculation contains contributions
from a number of excited determinants so it avoids the discontinuity seen in the DFT results.
of the difficulties of these experiments was determining which bond had broken. This was
achieved a posteriori by comparison with theoretical calculations for the various bonds
that were present in the polysaccharide molecule and those that attached the molecule
to the apparatus.
The field of mechanochemistry has undergone considerable development over the last
two decades. This has included investigations of how polymer chains break or how oth-
erwise inaccessible reaction pathways can be exploited. Experimental studies have used
atomic force microscopy to study the mechanical strength of individual polymer chains
[20, 22], ultrasound to open up reaction pathways in mechanophores contained in dis-
solved polymers [23, 24] and externally applied force to macroscale polymer samples [25].
Theoretical mechanochemistry has had to develop to keep pace with the experimental
work. The constrained-geometry-to-generate-external-force (COGEF) method [21] uses
relaxed potential energy scans to determine atomic forces. In this method the distance
between a pair of atoms is scanned in a stepwise manner with the rest of the atoms
allowed to relax at each step. The peak atomic forces found in these scans can then be
used to construct Morse potentials for use in kinetics calculations of bond rupture. An
alternative method, external-force-is-explicitly-included (EFEI) [26], applies forces to the
atoms during the optimisation process. Although this allows for the structural response
to the applied force to be determined it makes it difficult to map the post-peak-force
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landscape. Both methods can be used to determine which bond breaks in a particular
molecule but it is equally important to understand why a specific bond breaks. It has
been shown that both mechanical bond strength and the alignment of the bond relative
to the applied force determine whether it will or will not fail [27]. Analysis of the Hessian
matrix of a molecule, using the redundant internal coordinate system, provides a method
for calculating the distribution of energy within the conformal degrees of freedom for a
molecular structure. This method, called the judgement of energy distribution (JEDI)
[28], can be applied to a molecule to study how the applied force is passed through the
molecule. A combination of these methods can be used to find the transition states for
mechanochemically induced reactions but an alternative method for mapping such reac-
tion pathways has been developed [29]. This method makes a cubic approximation of
the potential energy at the critical point that lies between the equilibrium and transition
states as a function of the reaction coordinate . In this way the behaviour of the molecule
beyond the peak force can be determined.
In this work, calculations on small hydrocarbon molecules are carried out, extending
the carbon-carbon bond lengths, in order to determine the peak restorative forces and
the bond lengths at which they occur. Different techniques ranging from computation-
ally expensive high accuracy calculations down to much cheaper molecular mechanics
methods are examined and compared in order to establish suitable approaches for simu-
lating hydrocarbon nanostructures undergoing large deformations. We examine whether
multi-reference methods are required to calculate accurate peak restorative forces and
corresponding bond lengths. Finally, we carry out calculations of large deformations
on larger molecules to investigate the ability of different methods to capture the tensile
forces required to pull apart molecules bonded with conjugated π-bonds.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Theoretical methods
A variety of single reference ab initio electronic structure techniques, a multi-reference
method, density functional tight binding and two popular reactive molecular mechan-
ics potentials were employed for the calculations. The single reference methods include
density function theory (DFT) using a range of exchange correlation functionals. The
PBE [30] functional was used; it is a very popular functional in current use. B3LYP
[31, 32] was also selected as it is the most common hybrid functional in DFT calcula-
tions. Finally, the more recent B2PLYPD3 [33] was chosen as it contains both exact
exchange, a perturbation theory based correlation correction and a dispersion term.
The other single reference method tested was Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [34],
MP2, which is capable of recovering significant amounts of dynamic correlation energy.
Complete-active-space-self-consistent-field (CASSCF) calculations were performed due
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to the multi-reference nature of bond breaking events. Multiple degenerate or nearly
degenerate wavefunctions can describe an extended bond close to scission. This results
in a large static correlation error for single reference methods. Multi-configuration ap-
proaches, such as CASSCF, are capable of recovering the static correlation energy by
including excited states in their calculations. CASSCF was used to determine whether
multi-reference methods produce peak restorative forces significantly different from single
reference methods. These unrestricted spin calculations were performed using Gaussian
09 [35]. The PVTZ basis set (cc-PTVZ) [36] was selected as it offered the best balance
between accuracy and computational speed. Higher zeta and augmented basis sets were
tested on ethane and ethene and the maximum forces were the same to two significant
figures as those from the cc-PTVZ calculations.
These methods all involve computationally expensive calculations that are unfeasible for
modelling nanostructures of thousands of atoms so cheaper alternatives were also consid-
ered. Two commonly used methods for simulating nanostructure failure are the reactive
molecular mechanics potentials REBO and ReaxFF. Brenner’s reactive empirical bond
order potential (REBO) [8] and its derivatives have been widely used for modelling hy-
drocarbon nanotructures [37, 11, 38]. Different parametrisations of this potential have
also been used for boron nitride based structures [39, 40]. This potential and its deriva-
tives have been implemented in many popular atomistic modelling packages. The second
generation REBO potential [41] was used as implemented in the General Utility Lattice
Program (GULP) [42] and the adaptive intermolecular REBO (AIREBO) [43] variant
was used as implemented in LAMMPS [44]. The AIREBO potential was modified to
reduce the range of the switching function which reduces carbon-carbon interactions to
zero as suggested in earlier work [45]; the switching function is converted from a cosine
form to a step function at 2.0 Å.
The other reactive potential considered here is ReaxFF [9]. This potential is available in
both LAMMPS and GULP with a number of different parametrisations. Both packages
were used but as their parameter files are not directly convertible it is difficult to make
comparisons between the two implementations. As such both packages were used with
the default parameter files that are distributed with the software.
Finally, density functional tight binding (DFTB) was used as implemented in DFTB+
[46]. This method comes in three main variants: non-self-consistent-charge (non-SCC-
DFTB) [47, 48], self-consistent-charge (SCC-DFTB) [49] and third order (DFTB3) [50].
The non-SCC variant does not take account of charge transfer between the atoms whereas
SCC-DFTB includes charge transfer by way of a second order approximation of DFT us-
ing Mulliken charges. DFTB3 includes third-order corrections by allowing atomic hard-
ness to vary as a function of the Mulliken charge on each atom. DFTB relies on parameter
sets based on DFT calculations using artificially constrained electron densities to provide
two-centre Fock and overlap matrix elements over a range of internuclear distances. Once
these matrix entries are determined a repulsive potential is fitted by calculating the dif-
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Figure 4.2: The structures of ethene, ethane, butane, isobutane, trans-β-butene and isobutene. The
superscripts A,B and C indicate carbon atoms that were manipulated in the bond length scans.
ference between between the DFTB calculation and higher order calculations for various
test molecules. Charge self-consistency is determined by including an internuclear partial
charge term using atomic hardness parameters. Third order DFTB extends the SCC cor-
rection using the gradient of the atomic hardness. The method has also been extended
to include unrestricted spin calculations which requires additional parameters. There are
three main parameter sets available for DFTB each of which reflects a different stage of
the development of the method. The oldest set is referred to here as pbc, the next is mio
and the most recent set 3ob. The pbc and mio sets are both usable for SCC calculations
but the 3ob set is described by its authors as only suitable for DFTB3 type calculations
[51]. These all contain parameters for hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen.
4.2.2 Procedures for small molecules
Potential energy curves were generated for a range of small hydrocarbon molecules. The
internuclear distance for a bonded pair of carbon atoms was increased in steps of 0.01 Å
allowing all other atoms to relax at each step. The total energy and atomic forces were
calculated and plotted as a function of internuclear distance. The peak restorative force
was determined as the maximum absolute force on one of the carbon atoms at a bond
length greater than the relaxed bond length. The magnitude of the peak restorative force
is equal to the maximum constant force that can be applied to the atom before molecular
fragmentation and dissociation. Restorative forces may still be present at bond lengths
greater than that at which the peak occurs but these would be overcome by an external
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Figure 4.3: The structure of ‘Clar’s goblet’ with carbon atoms in black and hydrogen in white. The
green atoms are carbon atoms constrained such that the atoms either side form straight lines which would
remain parallel during structural relaxations. The distance between the two sides was increased by 0.01 Å
after each relaxation.
force which exceeds the peak value. The values of the peak restorative force and the
corresponding internuclear distance from the different methods are then compared.
Ethene, ethane, butane, trans-β-butene (henceforth referred to as butene), isobutane
and isobutene, are investigated in this work (figure 4.2). These structures were selected
as they include both single and double carbon bonds and allow for examination of the
effect of the local environment on the properties of interest. Single carbon-carbon bonds
connecting atoms indicated by the superscripts A and B in figure 4.2 were extended to
failure. Double bonds connecting atoms marked by the superscripts A and C were tested
independently from the single bond tests.
4.2.3 Procedures for larger hydrocarbon structures
Graphene and nanostructures made of graphene are held together by conjugated π-bonds.
To investigate this type of bond two larger polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules
were tested by performing pseudostatic tensile tests. This is akin to simulating externally
applied loads and is a commonly used theoretical method for investigating the mechanical
properties of nanostructures [52, 53, 11]. To obtain the response to applied external
loading the distance between atoms at the edges of the structures are constrained while
allowing the rest of the structure to relax. The distance between the atoms on either
side, marked in green in figures 4.3 and 4.4, was increased in a step wise manner to
introduce strain. These atoms were simultaneously constrained to lie in the same plane
to prevent twisting of the molecules. The distance between the edges was increased until
the molecule fragmented. This is an application of the COGEF [21] method discussed
earlier. The total energy of the structure and the magnitude of the force vector are
calculated at each step such that the peak restorative force could then be determined.
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Figure 4.4: The fully benzenoid fragment with carbon atoms shown in black, hydrogen in white and
the constrained carbon atoms shown in green.
The broken bonds were determined by visual inspection of the structures so that the
correct interatomic distances could be recorded for the entire simulation.
To obtain values for the peak force and bond failure distance for conjugated π-bonds two
bow-tie shaped fragments were tested using the method described above. The bow-tie
shape was chosen because shifting the outermost atoms strains the molecule with the
greatest strain occurring in the narrowest section. This produces failure at the narrowest
portion of the fragment with as few bonds undergoing scission as possible. The first bow-
tie molecule considered, referred to as ‘Clar’s goblet’ and shown in figure 4.3, exhibits
magnetic behaviour with the ground state predicted to consist of the two sides of the
molecule to be antiferromagnetically coupled due to the superexchange mechanism [54].
The second bow-tie fragment, shown in figure 4.4 is fully benzenoid, unlike Clar’s Goblet,
and thus similar to many graphene nanostructures, such as graphene and certain graphene
nanoribbons.
For the DFTB calculations of Clar’s Goblet the initial atomic spins must be set such that
the initial state is ferromagnetic (FM), antiferromagnetic (AFM) or non-magnetic (NM)
(i.e. closed shell). The FM and AFM states are caused by two spatially-separated singly-
occupied orbitals. The electrons in these orbitals have parallel or anti-parallel spins.
The NM state is formed by allowing the calculation to find a spin paired configuration.
DFTB3 spin density plots for the AFM and FM states are shown in figures 4.5 and 4.6
respectively. The AFM state was enforced during the DFTB scans by setting the initial
spin values at the start of each structural optimisation step. The FM and NM states were
simulated by setting the number of unpaired electrons to two and zero respectively. It
was found that as the strain across the molecule increases the wavefunction would adopt
a NM spin-paired configuration. This was not an issue for the FM state as it can be
generated using the method described above and fixing the total spin. However, as the
total spin for the AFM and NM states were both zero it was not possible to prevent the
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Figure 4.5: Spin density at an isovalue of 0.0004 for Clar’s goblet for the AFM coupled configuration
calculated using DFTB3 with spin-up shown in blue and spin-down in red. The carbon atoms are shown
in black and hydrogen atoms in white. The AFM coupling is shown by the greater spin-down density on
the left and greater spin-up on the right hand side of the molecule.
applied AFM state from converting to a NM state during an optimisation.
Simulations of both the AFM and FM state of the Clar’s goblet structure were also
performed using DFT with the PBE functional. The FM state is readily calculated
by setting the number of unpaired electrons to two. Obtaining the AFM ground state
required performing a spin restricted calculation and then checking the stability of the
resulting wavefunction using the keyword ‘stable’ in the Gaussian program. The stability
check relaxes constraints on the wavefunction, finds the instability and generates the lower
energy antiferromagnetic eigenstate. This can then be re-optimised and used as an initial
guess for the following pseudo static tensile simulation.
Not all methods were applied to every structure investigated due to computational cost.
Specifically, the bow-tie fragment simulations were performed using based DFT. CASSCF
was used for calculations of ethane and ethene only.
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Single bonds
The predicted peak restorative forces for the carbon-carbon single bonds studied are
presented in table 4.1 and the corresponding bond lengths listed in table 4.2. The DFT
and MP2 calculations produced fairly consistent predictions for the failure bond length
≈ 1.95 Å but the difference in peak force is about 12% between the PBE and MP2 results.
Both MP2 and B2PLYPD3 methods incorporate similar terms for the correlation energy
and results from both of these show higher restorative forces than those from PBE and
B3LYP. The CASSCF calculation was performed using fourteen electrons and fourteen
orbitals such that all valence electrons and bonding and corresponding antibonding or-
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Figure 4.6: Spin density at an isovalue of 0.0004 for Clar’s goblet with FM coupling calculated using
DFTB3 with spin-up shown in blue and spin-down in red.
Table 4.1: Peak restoring forces for carbon-carbon single bond simulations (nN).
Method Ethane Butane Isobutane Butene Isobutene
REBO 43.09 38.58 36.52 48.39 50.59
AIREBO 4.90 4.89 4.88 5.24 5.36
ReaxFF 11.05 16.05 33.34 12.20 16.08
DFTB3 6.70 6.35 5.94 6.85 6.56
PBE 5.89 5.71 5.50 6.38 6.08
B3LYP 6.05 5.90 5.70 6.57 6.30
B2PLYPD3 6.20 6.04 5.87 6.74 6.51
MP2 6.59 6.43 6.30 7.09 6.86
CASSCF(14,14) 5.83 - - - -
bitals were included. The CASSCF result is remarkably similar to that calculated using
the PBE functional but with a significantly lower peak force than the MP2 calculation.
This suggests that the dynamic correlation recovered by MP2 is of less importance for
the peak force value compared to the static correlation recovered by CASSCF.
The orthogonal electronic structure methods also show the same trends based on the
number of carbon atoms bonded to the two atoms involved in the bond extension. For
molecules involving single order carbon-carbon bonds the two primary carbon atoms in
ethane generate the strongest restorative force, followed by the primary-secondary bond
in butane and then the primary-tertiary bond in isobutane. The same pattern is seen
with butene and isobutene but the double bond in these molecules seems to increase the
maximum restorative force.
The peak forces were also compared against bond dissociation energies (BDEs) calculated
at the MP2/CC-PVTZ level of theory. The BDEs mostly followed the same trends as the
peak forces except for ethane having a marginally lower BDE than butane (≈ 0.004eV ).
These trends are displayed graphically in figure 4.7.
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Table 4.2: Bond length at peak force for carbon-carbon single bond simulations in (Å).
Method Ethane Butane Isobutane Butene Isobutene
REBO 1.84 1.84 1.82 1.84 1.84
AIREBO 1.88 1.88 1.89 1.85 1.85
ReaxFF 1.98 2.07 2.07 1.83 1.89
DFTB3 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.93 1.94
PBE 1.97 1.96 1.96 1.94 1.94
B3LYP 1.98 1.97 1.97 1.95 1.95
B2PLYPD3 1.96 1.94 1.94 1.93 1.93
MP2 1.98 1.97 1.97 1.94 1.94
CASSCF(14,14) 1.98 - - - -
Figure 4.7: The peak force and the BDE for the single bond dissociations as calculated using MP2/CC-
PVTZ.
The REBO values are taken from the unmodified REBO potential where the energy
cutoff function introduces spurious overbinding. The onset of this is evident from the
graph in figure 4.8 where the energy contribution of the carbon-carbon bond is forced
to zero from 1.7 Å to 2.0 Å. The switching mechanism used to provide a smooth cutoff
for the energy results in a non-physical gradient. The alternative method, AIREBO, has
the cutoff function removed, which results in a discontinuity of the energy at 2.0 Å, see
figure 4.8(a). The AIREBO data does show a weaker restorative force than the electronic
structure methods but it appears to vary with the environment of the stretched bond in a
similar manner to the higher-order methods. The peak force for the single bonds in butene
and isobutene as calculated by AIREBO is clearly greater than the other molecules. This
is in agreement with the results calculated using electronic structure methods but these
show a larger increase in peak force for these molecules compared with AIREBO. ReaxFF
generates very poor forces in comparison to the ab initio methods and indeed struggles to
produce reasonable energy curves as can be seen in figure 4.9. The cause of the erroneous
peak in the force at approximately 1.25 Å for ethane is the bond order calculation used
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in ReaxFF. The double π-bond term in the total bond order formula used in ReaxFF is
forced to zero in this region which produces a sharp peak in the negative gradient of the
bond order. After the minimum energy at 1.59 Å in figure 4.9, the magnitude of the force
rises steadily before reaching a plateau followed by a peak at 2.0 Å. This non-physical
behaviour appears due to the bond order switching function as first the π-bond term
and then the σ-bond terms are forced to zero. The switching of these terms occurs over
a longer range of bond distances than the double π-bond term and so the peaks in the
force caused by these terms are less pronounced.
Only results for DFTB3 are given due to erroneous forces present in the SCC-DFTB
results which can be seen in figure 4.10. The earlier parameter sets used in non-DFTB3
calculations produce misshapen force displacement plots with a double peak characteris-
tic. The cause of this behaviour is the repulsive potential, a sum of pairwise interaction
terms which includes ionic repulsion and exchange-correlation contributions among oth-
ers, used within the DFTB parameter sets. This can be considered the DFTB analogue
for the exchange correlation functional of DFT [55]. The repulsive potential is calculated
as the difference between the sum of the tight-binding band structure and Coulomb en-
ergies and a total energy calculated from higher accuracy calculations. This potential is
then represented as an exponential function at short range, then a series of cubic splines
at intermediate distances and finally a fifth order spline at larger separations. The role of
the fifth order spline is to provide continuous first and second derivatives with the preced-
ing cubic spline and to force the potential and its first and second derivatives to zero at
some cut off distance. The fifth order spline used in earlier DFTB parameter sets cause
erroneous, albeit continuous, force curves. The DFTB3 results do show slightly higher
restorative forces than the higher order electronic structure methods but the location
of the peaks are in good agreement. The environment of the bond appears to influence
the restorative forces calculated using DFTB3 in a similar manner to the higher order
electronic structure calculations. All the results show some environment-dependent vari-
ation of the failure bond length for single bonds and there is a similar variation across
the different methods.
4.3.2 Double bonds
The predicted peak restorative forces for doubly bonded carbon atoms are presented
in table 4.3 and the corresponding bond lengths at which they occur are in table 4.4.
DFT and MP2 calculations predict fairly consistent bond failure lengths of ≈ 1.73 Å
for the double bonds. PBE and B3LYP results indicate a longer failure bond length
for the double bond simulations than MP2 and B2PLYPD3. The peak forces of B3LYP
are consistently greater than the other DFT functional and MP2 calculations. The
CASSCF calculation of ethene shows a lower peak force than all the other electronic
structure methods investigated here. The results show that single reference methods
may overestimate peak restorative forces but will predict the corresponding bond lengths
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Energy (a) and force (b) plotted as functions of internuclear separation for the carbon-carbon
bond in ethane calculated using both the original and modified REBO potentials. The overbinding caused
by the energy cutoff function can be seen in the REBO result and the discontinuous energy can be seen
in the AIREBO result.
Table 4.3: Peak restoring forces for carbon-carbon double bond simulations (nN).
Method Ethene Butene Isobutene
REBO 55.62 32.31 36.31
AIREBO 9.52 9.66 9.72
ReaxFF 30.07 24.37 25.48
DFTB3 13.90 12.98 12.92
PBE 13.04 12.35 12.23
B3LYP 13.80 13.19 13.10
B2PLYPD3 13.17 12.69 12.68
MP2 12.83 12.29 12.64
CASSCF(12,12) 12.03 - -
correctly to within a few percent.
The BDEs follow a similar trend to the peak force calculations, as shown in figure 4.11.
The peak forces and BDEs are both larger than the those for single bonds.
The AIREBO results underestimate the bond strength and failure bond lengths for double
bonds, as it did for the single bonds. The other potentials massively overestimate the
restorative forces and fail to reproduce the failure bond lengths seen in DFT or MP2.
4.3.3 Larger hydrocarbon molecules
The restoring force between a pair of central carbon atoms was calculated by projecting
the applied force on to the vector connecting the two carbon nuclei, then taking half of
its magnitude. The applied force was determined as the vector sum of the forces on the
constrained atoms on one side of the molecule and the factor of a half is due to the force
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Energy and force plotted as functions of internuclear separation for the carbon-carbon bond
in ethane calculated using ReaxFF. The poor approximation of the energy curve results in an even worse
approximation of the forces.
Table 4.4: Bond length at peak force for carbon-carbon double bond simulations (Å).
Method Ethene Butene Isobutene
REBO 1.83 1.78 1.79
AIREBO 1.60 1.59 1.59
ReaxFF 1.59 1.60 1.61
DFTB3 1.71 1.72 1.73
PBE 1.75 1.74 1.75
B3LYP 1.75 1.74 1.74
B2PLYPD3 1.72 1.72 1.73
MP2 1.71 1.71 1.75
CASSCF(12,12) 1.73 - -
being transmitted by two bonds at the centre of the molecule.
The simulations of Clar’s Goblet found almost identical peak restorative force values
and failure bond lengths for both the AFM and FM states as calculated using PBE
based DFT. The ground state for this molecule was found to be the AFM state with
an energy difference between the AFM and FM states to be 20 meV using PBE, which
is in agreement with other work [56]. The energy of the NM state was found to be
≈ 150 meV higher than the magnetic states for PBE based calculations. DFTB3 did
correctly predict the ground state to be AFM but only by 3 meV compared to the FM
state and by ≈ 80 meV compared to the NM state. The peak restorative force in the FM
state was 0.04 nN lower than the AFM state and the failure bond length was a negligible
0.004 Å longer. Since the differences in the calculated values for these two states are
very small only the AFM result is listed. The difference in energy between the FM and
AFM states decreases as the bonds are stretched and tend to zero at the point where the
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(a)
Figure 4.10: Energy and force plotted as functions of internuclear separation for the carbon-carbon
bond in ethane calculated using different DFTB variants. The poor approximation of the energy curve
results in an even worse approximation of the forces.
Table 4.5: Peak restorative force for conjugated π-bond simulations in nN.






ReaxFF fails to produce reasonable forces even though it does predict a reasonable bond
length of 1.48 Å for the central carbon-carbon bonds when the molecule is in static
equilibrium. However, the failure bond length was shorter than the DFTB3 and PBE
results. When the central bonds fail in these calculations the two halves of the structure
relaxe such that the now undercoordinated carbon atoms on each fragment moved towards
each other. The potential appears to compensate for the undercoordination rather than
maintain the hexagonal lattice by allowing carbon atoms to adopt a radical character.
In contrast, the final structures generated using AIREBO did.
AIREBO and ReaxFF cacluations were hampered by discontinuities in the forces over
the range of bond lengths investigated in the simulations. To combat this the stepwise
COGEF method was adapted by shifting all the atoms on one side of the centre of the
molecule in a step wise manner and then allowing the structure to relax. Furthermore,
the fire [57] damped dynamics minimiser method was employed as it located minima that
the conjugate gradient method did not. The relaxed structure generated with AIREBO
predicted the optimised bond length at equilibrium of the central bonds as 1.413 Å which
is not in agreement with the other methods; both PBE and DFTB3 geometries predicted
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Figure 4.11: The peak force and the BDE for the double bond dissociations calculated using MP2/CC-
PVTZ.
Table 4.6: Bond length at peak force for conjugated π-bond simulations in Å.





bond lengths of ≈ 1.475 Å. This introduces a bias when comparing the results from
different methods which can be removed by considering the strain to failure, i.e. the
increase of the bond length at failure divided by the relaxed bond length. The strains
to failure for AIREBO, PBE and DFTB3 are 0.207, 0.261 and 0.262 respectively. The
AIREBO peak restorative force was lower than the DFT and DFTB3 calculated values
but not as severely as in the single and double bond calculations.
AIREBO and DFTB3 show a weakening of the central bonds between the benzenoid bow
tie fragment and Clar’s goblet. This is most likely due to the central bonds of Clar’s
Goblet being parallel to the direction of the applied force whereas the benzenoid bowtie’s
central bonds are not.
The DFTB3 results show a marginally lower peak force than the PBE based calculations.
The difference between the results for the AFM and FM states was, as for the PBE results,
negligible. It is worth noting that the DFTB3 parametrisation relies on both PBE based
DFT and coupled cluster CCSD(T) calculations. Such higher order calculations capture
significant electron correlation and it may be that the DFTB3 parametrisation produces




Figure 4.12: The magnitude of the force as a function of the mean central carbon-carbon bond length,
i.e. the bonds that break, for the Clar’s goblet structure. The individual data points are represented
by filled circles with the dashed lines connecting the points becoming visible when the bond length has
changed significantly during an optimisation step. This is particularly obvious with the AIREBO results
due to the potentials hard cutoff that removes all restorative forces beyond the cutoff distance.
4.4 Conclusions
This work has provided some benchmark data for predictions of bond dissociation and in-
vestigated molecular properties relevant to structural property prediction. Peak restora-
tive forces, an analogue for mechanical strength, and the bond lengths at which they
occur have been calculated for a range of carbon-carbon bonds occurring in a variety of
different molecules. The type and environment of the bond effects the peak restorative
force and the bond failure length.
Single bonds between two carbon atoms, where one of these atoms is doubly bonded
to a third atom, show greater restorative forces and slightly shorter bond failure lengths
compared to carbon atoms involved in only single bonds. There was some indication that
the peak restorative forces of single bonds involving a primary carbon atom decreased as
the number of carbon-carbon bonds for the other atom increased. The peak restorative
forces increased and the failure bond lengths decreased with the bond order. The BDE
did vary in the same way as peak force in most instances but by itself does not appear
to provide a method to determine the peak restorative force.
The unmodified REBO and the ReaxFF force displacement curves show significant er-
rors and cannot be relied upon for simulations of nanostructures under stretch to failure
type conditions. The modified AIREBO results show lower peak restorative forces and
shorter failure bond lengths compared to the electronic structure methods for all bond
types considered. Although the modified potential may not provide accurate quantitative
results the qualitative behaviour seen in this work was superior to ReaxFF. The main
issue with AIREBO is that inclusion of the switching function produces erroneous results
but its removal creates discontinuous energies and forces. By setting the restorative force
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to zero at an arbitrary cutoff the potential will struggle to produce reliable behaviour
in situations where a bond might break but the atoms involved in the bond are still
held relatively close together. Although ReaxFF failed to produce reasonable force dis-
placement curves it did manage to reproduce relaxed structures that were comparable
to the electronic structure methods. Overall the results show DFTB3 and the higher
order electronic structure methods are in reasonable agreement, producing qualitatively
similar variations of the measured properties due to bond type and environment.
Prediction of the forces between atomic nuclei is extremely difficult. Molecular mechanics
potentials, which are computationally cheap enough for reasonably sized nanostructures,
can suffer from non-physical behaviour either due to discontinuous energies and gradi-
ents or due to poor choice of switching functions. Even complex and computationally
expensive electronic structure calculations struggle to agree with each other over large
ranges of internuclear separation. Parametrised methods such as DFTB3 can produce
reasonable results in comparison to higher order methods but only if the parametrisation
is performed with care.
This work has shown that there are many methods that can be used for the prediction
of the mechanical strength of hydrocarbon molecules and nanostructures. Through com-
parison of different methods applied to different molecules it has been shown that an
acceptable prediction of a molecules mechanical strength can be made at a reasonable
computational cost.
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Two of the most remarkable features of graphene nanoribbons are their exceptionally high
stiffness and tensile strength. Testing these properties experimentally is challenging but
not impossible [1]. However, reliable simulation methods provide a fast and relatively
straightforward method for determining these quantities. If such simulations can be
shown to provide reliable results for pre-existing structures then they can also be used
for exploring the design space for any novel nanostructure that can be imagined. These
computational tools also provide the ability to examine the effect of defects which can
allow for further characterisation of experimentally derived structures.
Chapter 4 investigated and benchmarked simulation tools that would be suitable for per-
forming simulations of nanostructures, containing large numbers of atoms, undergoing
tensile failure. This work has found two applicable methods: the modified AIREBO po-
tential and DFTB3. Both of these methods are inexact but the nature of material failure
is extremely problematic even for very costly electronic structure methods. AIREBO is
computationally cheap and can provide reasonable qualitative results. It does underesti-
mate the bond strength and strain at failure of carbon-carbon bonds but the structures
break in a manner consistent with electronic structure methods. DFTB3 provides quanti-
tative results that are closer to the more computationally costly methods than AIREBO
but it does so at greater computational expense.
Other investigations into the mechanical properties of graphene nanoribbons and other
nanostructures have relied heavily on the REBO and AIREBO potentials for their sim-
ulations [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. These calculations invariably use dynamically applied strain
with periodic boundaries to simulate an infinite nanostructure undergoing extension at
some predefined strain rate. Such molecular dynamics simulations require very short
time steps which in turn places constraints on the possible applicable strain rates. It is
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not uncommon to see strain rates of 10−3 ps−1 ≡ 109 s−1 [6] or greater [4, 8] which is well
beyond what is experimentally accessible [9]. However, it is possible to use quasi-static
simulations [5] where the structure is allowed to relax after each application of strain.
Electronic structure calculations have been used to calculate elastic moduli and Poisson’s
ratios [10] of nanoribbons as well as determining mechanical strengths [11, 12, 13].
Nanoribbons are generally divided in to two main categories, ‘armchair’ and ‘zig-zag’,
where ‘armchair’ and ‘zig-zag’ describe the edge shape of the ribbon. These types of
nanoribbons are further described by an index which describes the numbers of carbon-
carbon dimer pairs across the width of the ribbon, as shown in figure 5.1. Other nanorib-
bon types have also been defined such as ‘chiral’, which involves a complex edge that
alternates between zig-zag and armchair edges, and several experimentally derived forms
known as ‘chevron-type, ‘cove-type’ and ‘para-armchair’. Although the zig-zag and arm-
chair ribbons have been studied extensively theoretically it is not possible to confirm the
results experimentally as the dependence of the calculated quantities, such as bandgaps,
are highly sensitive to ribbon width and edge shape [14]. Most attempts to produce GNRs
relied on top down approaches that could not provide sufficient control over the width
and edge geometry [15, 16, 17, 18]. The development of a bottom up production method
using on surface self assembly of precursor molecules followed by a dehydrogenation step
[19] has managed to produce some atomically precise GNR structures. The first reported
results [19] demonstrated the successful production of an armchair ribbon of constant
width and a new form of GNR referred to as chevron-type graphene nanoribbons (CT-
GNRs). The technique that yielded these structures has been explored experimentally
by employing different precursors in order to generate different types of nanoribbon.
These studies have managed to produce a zig-zag nanoribbon [20], several more arm-
chair ribbons and also several other experimentally derived nanoribbon structures called
cove-type [21] and para-armchair [22] ribbons.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the mechanical properties of various GNR
structures. The computation methods used in this work and the reasons for choosing
them are discussed. The influence of the size of the unit cell is investigated to ensure the
simulation results are robust. A set of armchair, zig-zag and the experimentally derived
GNR structures are then modelled under the effect on uniaxial tensile strain to determine
their effective Young’s modulus, tensile strength and strain at failure. A relationship
between the index of AGNRs and their tensile modulus that contradicts earlier studies
[23] is reported. The failure mechanisms for the ribbons are investigated and the post
buckling progressive failure of chevron-type GNRs are studied using electronic structure
methods for the first time. The effect of the nanoribbon structure on their mechanical
properties are examined and comparisons between molecular mechanics and electronic




Two different methods were chosen for modelling the nanoribbons: the adaptive in-
termolecular reactive bond order potential (AIREBO) [24] and density functional tight
binding third order method (DFTB3) [25]. The AIREBO potential is used as it has
become the most commonly applied potential for simulating graphene nanostructures.
DFTB3 is employed as it offers a method for calculating the mechanical properties of the
structures based on their electronic behaviour. DFTB3 uses a variety of approximations
in order to make calculations of large nanostructures computationally affordable but, as
shown in chapter 4, it provides performance similar to more costly electronic structure
methods.
Several different nanoribbon structures are investigated: armchair, zigzag, chevron-type,
cove-type and para-armchair nanoribbons. A range of different widths of armchair and
zig-zag ribbons are modelled to investigate possible size effects, whereas the other three
types are all based on their experimentally reported structures. The ribbons are simulated
using periodic boundary conditions to create an infinitely long ribbon. Tensile strain is
applied by deforming the periodic unit cell in the direction of the nanoribbon axis and
then allowing the structure to relax to simulate quasi-static tensile strain.
5.2.1 AIREBO simulations
AIREBO [24], as implemented in LAMMPS [26], is used in conjunction with the fire
damped dynamics energy minimisation routine. The potential is modified by altering
the cutoff function range such that the function takes the form of a Heavyside step
function. The modified cutoff function switches off interatomic interactions when a pair
of atoms are more than 2 Å apart. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed along the
nanoribbon axis direction with fixed boundaries in the other two directions. The fixed
boundaries are set at a value of 50 Å in order to prevent atoms interacting with them
before, during or after tensile failure. The length of the periodic box in the periodic
direction was initially allowed to vary to ensure the nanoribbon was fully relaxed. This
length is then increased by 0.02 Å and then fixed while an energy minimisation of the
atomic coordinates is performed. This process is repeated for 600 steps to try and capture
the complete failure of the nanoribbon. The virial stress tensor is computed for the unit
cell and used to calculate the effective tensile stress and load on the ribbon. The stress
is computed assuming the cross sectional area of the ribbon is equivalent to its width
multiplied by the interlaminar distance of graphite, 3.35 Å. This is assumed to be the
nanoribbons thickness, an assumption made by other authors which allows for quick
comparison between results. The width is assumed to be the distance between the nuclei
of carbon atoms on opposite edges.
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5.2.2 DFTB simulations
Density functional tight binding with third order corrections (DFTB3) [25] is used as
implemented in the DFTB+ package [27]. The third order corrected variant of DFTB is
used as it has been shown to provide accurate dissociation behaviour compared to other
DFTB variants (see chapter 4). Shell resolved electron spin is included in the simulations,
using parameters provided in the DFTB+ manual, but all the nanoribbons start as
closed-shell structures except the zig-zag ribbons. These are modelled as diradicals with
unpaired electrons occuring in edge-localised orbitals with anti-parallel spins. A periodic
calculation is performed with a unit cell containing vacuum gaps such that the simulation
area had a cross-section of 200 × 200 Å perpendicular to the ribbon axis to prevent
interaction between ribbons in neighbouring cells. A Monkhorst-Pack grid of 4 × 1 × 1
k-points was chosen through a conversion procedure. An initial relaxation was performed
in which the perpendicular lattice dimensions were constrained to maintain the vacuum
gaps. This step was used to generate the zero-strain initial state. The length of the unit
cell is then increased in steps of 0.02 Å and then constrained while the atomic positions
are allowed to relax. This process is then repeated for 600 steps or until the ribbon has
fragmented. This is effectively the same method as in the AIREBO calculations.
5.2.3 Mechanical properties
The purpose of the simulations is to determine the structure’s strength, strain at failure,






where εxx is the engineering strain in the x-direction due to an applied load in the x-
direction and Lxx the initial length in the same direction with ∆L the change in the







where σxx is the engineering stress in the x-direction due to an applied load in the x-
direction, V0 the initial volume of the structure and ∂E/∂εxx is the derivative of the
energy with respect to the strain. The strength σ∗xx is taken as the peak value of the
stress before failure and the strain at failure as the strain at which that peak occurs. The









by taking numerical derivatives of the stress and taking the mean value between εxx = 0




Figure 5.1: The structures of (a) armchair and (b) zig-zag nanonribbons with the bonds used for
the indexing system indicated by the dashed lines and numbers. The ribbons shown are AGNR10 and
ZGNR6.
was approximately linear. Normally stress, strength and Young’s modulus are given in
units of pressure and relate the applied load to a cross sectional area of the material. The
cross sectional area for the two dimensional lattice of graphene is ill defined as there is
no robust method to determine the thickness for the planar material. The thickness used
here is the interplanar separation in graphite, t = 3.35 Å. This is used by other authors
so simplifies comparison of the results presented here and other work. The peak load
before failure is also examined for comparison with the results presented in chapter 4.
5.2.4 Nanoribbon structures
Five hydrogen terminated graphene nanoribbon structures are investigated: armchair,
zig-zag, chevron-type, cove-type and para-armchair nanoribbons. Armchair and zig-zag
nanoribbons are by far the most common nanoribbon forms used in theoretical calcu-
lations. These ribbons follow a numbering convention based on how many bonds are
present across their width, shown in figure 5.1. The index N allows the structures to be
identified using the labels AGNRN and ZGNRN for armchair and zig-zag ribbons respec-
tively. The geometry of the nanoribbons varies with their index as well as their width.
Figure 5.2 shows the different geometries of even and odd armchair and zig-zag type
nanoribbons. Only a limited subset of these ribbons have been synthesised experimen-
tally [29] but it is possible to investigate all of the possible structures computationally.
This offers a systematic way of investigating the effect of increasing ribbon width and
index on the mechanical properties of the ribbons. There are several published values
for their mechanical properties based on calculations similar to those presented here and
these are used for validating the procedures used in this work.
The chevron-type, cove-type and para-armchair structures can be seen in figure 5.3.
These structures have all been produced experimentally but there are few or no calcula-
tions of their mechanical properties in the literature. From inspection of the shape of the
chevron-type and para-armchair ribbons it is reasonable to expect some non-linearity in
their force displacement behaviour due to possible out of plane deformation response to
tensile loading. The cove-type nanoribbon follows the same chirality as zig-zag nanorib-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2: The structure of the graphene nanoribbons AGNR9, AGNR10, ZGNR5 and ZGNR6, (a)
through (d) respectively, with square brackets enclosing the lengthwise repeat cell.
bons, effectively being a zig-zag ribbon that alternates between a ZGNR4 and ZGNR6
along its length.
5.2.5 Initial tests
DFTB simulations were performed using several structures with varying numbers of re-
peats of the lengthwise repeat cell to check for for convergence of the calculated quantities.
The experimentally derived structures plus one each of even and odd indexed armchair
and zig-zag ribbons were passed through the previously described test procedures with
the number of repeats of the unit cell varied between one and six. The results were used
to determine the size of the periodic cell for the other structures.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: The structure of (a) chevron-type, (b) cove-type and (c) para-armchair graphene nanorib-
bons with the square brackets indicating the lengthwise repeat cell.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of Young’s modulus against the number of repeats of the unit cell used in the calculation.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Initial test results
Several mechanical properties were calculated, Young’s Modulus, mechanical strength
and strain at failure, for a varying number of repeats of the basic unit cell. These
properties are plotted against the number of repeats in figures 5.4 5.5 and 5.6. The plots
show only marginal variation in all properties except Young’s modulus as the number of
repeats of the basic unit cell is increased. The Young’s modulus varies by less than 0.5 %
after four repeats and so is considered to be converged at this point.
5.3.2 Failure mechanisms
An AGNR9 nanoribbon was used as the test example of odd armchair nanoribbons, an
AGNR10 nanoribbon for the even armchair nanoribbons and ZGNR5 and ZGNR6 for
zig-zag ribbons. The failure mechanism for the ribbons varied as the number of repeats
was increased.
Using a single basic unit cell produces nonphysical failure. For the AGNR9 nanoribbon
this involves rings opening and strands of carbon atoms forming as shown in figure 5.7.
This mechanism is not what would be intuitively predicted and disappears when a second
repeat is added to the periodic cell, as shown in figure 5.8.
The even armchair nanoribbon, AGNR10, also shows different failure mechanisms de-
pending on the number of repeats included in the periodic cell. When only a single
repeat is used the structure fails by ring opening and forming chains of carbon atoms
as shown if figure 5.9. When larger numbers of basic unit cells are included the failure
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Figure 5.5: Plot of mechanical strength against the number of repeats of the unit cell used in the
calculation.






Figure 5.7: Figures (a) through (f) show the failure mechanism when using a single repeat of the basic
unit cell of an AGNR9 nanoribbon. The single unit cell is shown with solid colour and its neighbouring
images are shown greyed out.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.8: Figures (a) through (c) show the failure mechanism when using two repeats of the basic
unit cell of an AGNR9 nanoribbon. The single unit cell is shown with solid colour and its neighbouring
images are shown greyed out.
mechanism changes to a more intuitive cleavage type failure but the ribbon still shows
some ring opening, see figure 5.10.
The failure mechanism for the odd numbered zig-zag ribbon, ZGNR5, was unphysical
for periodic cells containing both one and two repeats of the basic unit cell. When
failure occurred for the simulation containing a single repeat unit cell the carbon atoms
formed chains containing single and triple bonds with hydrogen atoms capping both
ends, see figure 5.11. The same mechanism was seen for the ZGNR6 ribbon. Adding a
second repeat to the periodic cell altered the failure mechanism but still failed to show
the intuitively expected cleavage of the ribbon, see figure 5.12. The primary failure
of the ribbon generated sets of 5-7 ring defects followed by pairs of 5-membered rings
connected by carbon chains. Similar results were seen when using larger numbers of
repeats. Cleavage failure was seen for the ZGNR6 ribbon when using two basic units
in the simulation, see figure 5.13. The cause of the failure mechanism for the ZGNR5
ribbon is likely to be its lack of mirror symmetry about the centre of the ribbons width,
the terminal hydrogen atoms on either edge are staggered rather than directly opposite
each other as for the even numbered zig-zag ribbons.
The variation in mechanical properties and failure mechanisms due to the number of
repeats of the basic unit cell appears to be related to the parameters used with DFTB3.






Figure 5.9: Figures (a) through (f) show the failure mechanism when using a single repeat of the basic
unit cell of an AGNR10 nanoribbon. At first the ribbon strains with the lack of mirror symmetry causing
the carbon-carbon bonds that are aligned with the applied strain to change length by different amounts
across the width of the ribbon, figures (a) through (c). The first failure leads to the structure shown in
figure (d) which can accommodate the strain by deforming as shown in figure (e). Eventually the rings
on either side of the ribbon open up and the ribbon becomes a series of carbon strands as shown in figure
(f).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Figures (a) through (d) show the failure mechanism when using four repeats of the basic
unit cell of an AGNR10 nanoribbon. The ribbon strains in a manner similar to that when using a single
repeat, figures (a) and (b). The first failure leads to the structure shown in figure (c) where a pair
of 5-membered rings form connected to short chains containing four carbon atoms. The carbon chains
eventually fail and the ribbon breaks into individual fragments, figure (d).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.11: Figures (a) through(c) show the failure mechanism when using a single unit cell of a ZGNR5
nanoribbon. The single unit cell is shown with solid colour and its neighbouring images are shown greyed
out. The ribbon starts out relaxed (a), then becomes strained (b) and then fails (c) forming chains of






Figure 5.12: Figures (a) through (f) show the failure mechanism when using two repeats of the basic
unit cell of a ZGNR5 nanoribbon. The single unit cell is shown with solid colour and its neighbouring
images are shown greyed out. The ribbon starts relaxed (a), becomes strained (b), and then fails but
producing a sequence of 5-7 defects (c). As the elongation is increased the ribbon forms pairs of 5-
membered rings connected by chains of carbon atoms (d), which can rotate to accommodate the applied
strain (e). Eventually one of the rings opens with the released carbon atoms combining with the carbon
chains (f). Full failure was not observed even when the periodic cell had increased five fold at which point
the simulation was stopped.
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Figure 5.13: Figures (a) through (e) show the failure mechanism when using two repeats of the basic
unit cell of a ZGNR6 nanoribbon. The ribbon starts relaxed (a), becomes strained (b), and then fails by
cleavage (c) but continues to change shape as the periodic cell length is increased (e).
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Figure 5.14: The variation of Young’s modulus as a function of nanoribbon width for armchair and
zig-zag type ribbons.
riodic cell with length less than twice this (13.76 Å) it will be possible for one carbon
atom to interact with another carbon atom twice, once inside the cell and once in the
nearest image. For periodic cells with length larger than this value the minimum image
convention is enforced. The fracture of a solid normally occurs in a single location but in
the periodic calculations shown here the failure mechanism produces an infinite number
of identically defected crystals. These failure related defects will interact between each
periodic cell unless they are sufficiently far apart by using sufficiently large periodic cells.
No tests of this type were performed with AIREBO as the cut off parameter for the
potential is only 2 Å so the minimum image convention is adequately enforced using the
same periodic cells used for the DFTB3 simulations.
5.3.3 Mechanical properties of zig-zag and armchair nanoribbons
With a suitable size of periodic cell determined, a series of DFTB3 calculations were
performed using armchair and zig-zag nanoribbons of different widths and the Young’s
modulus, tensile strength and strain at failure were calculated. These results are shown in
figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 The trends for ZGNRs are evident with modulus and strength
decreasing as the ribbon width increases and the strain at failure increasing as a function
of ribbon width. From continuum mechanics it would be reasonable to assume that these
properties should not vary as the ribbon width is increased, but the importance of edge
effects on the mechanical properties is well documented [14, 30, 31].
The trends for AGNRs are less well defined; the strength oscillates about a mean value
with no obvious periodicity and the strain at failure seems to increase with ribbon width
but not all the data points follow this trend. However, it is known that the bandgaps
and electronic structures of armchair nanoribbons vary based on the ribbon index N [14].
Armchair nanoribbons can be divided into three families based on whether their index
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Figure 5.15: The variation of tensile strength as a function of nanoribbon width for armchair and
zig-zag type ribbons.





Figure 5.17: Young’s modulus (a) and bandgap (b) as a function of N for armchair nanoribbons.
N = 3m or N = 3m+ 1 or N = 3m+ 2, where m is an integer. The Young’s moduli for
the three families are shown graphically in figure 5.17(a). The Young’s modulus is highest
for the 3m+1 family, followed by the 3m and then the 3m+2 families. This relationship
is similar to that seen for their bandgaps, shown in figure 5.17(b). The three different
families also have a different π-orbitals structure from each other, which may explain
this behaviour. To examine this a series of simulated scanning tunnelling microscope
images are presented in figure 5.18. These have been produced using the Tersoff model
of the scanning tunnelling microscope [32]. By applying a small bias voltage between the
sample and the scanning tip it is possible to probe only the highest occupied bands of
the electronic structure which correspond to the π-orbitals of the ribbons. These images
are produced using
I(x, y, U) = A
∑
i
ρi(x, y, d) [H(EF − Ei)−H ((Ue+ EF)− Ei)] , (5.4)
where I is the current, ρi(x, y, d) the electron density of orbital i at a height d above the
plane of the nuclei (assuming they lie on z = 0), H the Heaviside step function, U the
sample bias, e the atomic unit of charge, EF the Fermi energy, Ei the energy eigenvalue
corresponding to orbital i and A is a constant. The contents of the square bracket ensures
the sum only includes contributions from orbitals between the Fermi energy and the Fermi
energy plus the bias. These images could be confirmed through experiment but they
also provide an intuitive way to depict the π-orbitals. Figure 5.18(a) shows the π-orbitals
of the fully benzenoid hydrocarbon structure AGNR21, a member of the N = 3m family.
Figures 5.18(b) and 5.18(c) show the π-orbitals for AGNR19 (3m + 1) and AGNR20
(3m + 2) respectively. One effect of the pattern seen in the AGNR19 structure is to
restrict the ability of the ribbon to reduce its width. The AGNR20 structure is more
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.18: Simulated scanning tunnelling microscope images for (a) 3m, (b) 3m+ 1 and (c) 3m+ 2
armchair nanoribbons, the ribbons are AGNR21, AGNR19 and AGNR20 respectively. Their molecular
structures are indicated by the black lines. These were produced according to the Tersoff-Hamann theory
of the scanning tunnelling microscope using a −0.5 V bias and with the tip 2.7 Å above the plane
described by the nuclei. The small negative bias ensures tunnelling from the highest energy occupied
states, corresponding to the π-orbitals, can occur. In the 3m nanoribbon π-orbitals form rings similar to
the Clar structure diagrams. The 3m + 1 plot shows the π-orbitals occurring on specific carbon-carbon
bonds following patterns similar to Kekulé structures. The 3m+ 2 plot shows the π-orbitals aligned with
the ribbon axis.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.19: The Clar structures for (a) AGNR19, (b) AGNR20 and (c) AGNR21. AGNR21 contains
only π-sextet rings or empty rings, AGNR19 contains a lone double bond and AGNR20 contains two
double bonds. There is only one allowable Clar structure for AGNR21 but it is possible to draw two
for the AGNR19 and many for the AGNR20. There are two Clar structures for the AGNR19 but these
reduce under symmetry to a single structure.
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Figure 5.20: Poisson’s ratio as a function of ribbon index N for armchair nanoribbons.
able to contract its width in response to tensile loading, i.e. it has a higher Poisson’s
ratio than the others. The Poisson’s ratios for the AGNRs are displayed graphically in
figure 5.20. The Clar structures for these three families are shown in figure 5.19.
The results for ribbon strength displayed no obvious trend relating to the ribbon index
in either the DFTB3 or AIREBO calculations. The average strength was found to be
99.6± 1.1 GPa with DFTB3 compared to 98.4± 0.3 GPa with AIREBO. The reason for
the sudden dip in the strain at failure curve for AGNRs in figure 5.15 was investigated.
Inspection of the stress-strain curve for the ribbon for this data point, AGNR14, indicated
the peak at a strain of ≈ 0.16 followed by a gentle negative slope upto a strain of ≈ 0.177
at which point the geometry of the ribbon altered significantly. As there appears to be
no discernible reason for this behaviour it is assumed to be due to the simulation method
rather than any physical effect.
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 compare the Young’s modulus for AGNRs and ZGNRs of this
work with those published by other authors. The results by Faccio, Li and Tabarraei
[10, 23, 13], were calculated using DFT and those of Bu and Lu [33, 34] were produced
using molecular mechanics potentials. The comparable DFT results shown here were
produced using periodic boundaries with hydrogen terminated edges. The results from
Bu used finite length ribbons modelled in a quasi-static molecular dynamics simulation
at 300 K using the Tersoff potential [35]. The work by Lu was conducted using molecular
mechanics energy minimisations on a periodic cell using the second generation REBO
potential [36]. These three potentials are related as the Tersoff potential was improved by
Brenner to make the REBO potentials which were in turn developed by Stuart to produce
the AIREBO potential. Comparing the molecular mechanics results for AGNRs indicates
just how approximate these methods are and that any trends indicated by their use
should be treated with caution. Inspection of figure 5.22 suggests that the potentials are
systematically underestimating the carbon-carbon bond stiffness. On the other hand the
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Figure 5.22: Curves for the Young’s modulus of ZGNRs from this work (DFTB and AIREBO) compared
to other authors.
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DFTB3 results seem to overestimate the modulus of the ribbons compared to DFT based
calculations. However, there are two important differences between the DFTB3 and the
other ab initio results for the AGNRs. Firstly, the results of Tabarraei show no oscillation
but do show a decrease in modulus as the width is increased. Secondly, although Li’s
results do show a period three oscillation the general trend is one of increasing modulus
with ribbon width. Furthermore, there may be also be an error with Li’s width values
which appear to be incorrect for the stated AGNR indices. It is highly likely the dips
in modulus in their data correspond to the dips shown on the DFTB3 data produced in
this work. One possible reason for the increasing trend shown in the Li result is that
their simulations considered the modulus as calculated from both compressive and tensile
strains at magnitudes of upto 1%. Nanoribbons buckle readily under compressive loading
even at strains below 1% [37] and the post-buckling modulus would be lower than the
tensile modulus. This argument can be further supported by a separate result, generated
using DFT, for AGNR9 that predicts a modulus of 1080 GPa [11], which is notable
greater than the ≈ 950 GPa generated by Li. However, the calculations performed in
this work were conducted under tensile loading only and no investigation of compression
or buckling was undertaken.
The predicted failure stresses for ZGNRs calculated using DFTB3 show an obvious inverse
relationship to the ribbon width. This is in agreement with results reported by Lu [34] but
the relationship shown here is more extreme with thinner ribbons showing a much higher
strength in comparison with Lu’s results. This large decrease in strength is shown in the
results of Tabarraei [13] which indicates a significant difference between the predicted
behaviours of the structures when using electronic structure and potential based models.
Tabarraei’s results also show less variation of tensile strength for AGNRs, as shown here
with the DFTB3 result. The DFTB3 strains at failure for AGNRs are similar to those
calculated by both Tabarraei and Lu, ≈ 0.17. For ZGNRs the DFTB3 value of ≈ 0.23 is
lower than the ≈ 0.24 value from Tabarraei but both of these are signifcantly less than
the ≈ 0.29 from Lu.
The most obvious differences between the mechanical properties of armchair and zig-zag
nanoribbons are the higher strength and strain at failure of the zig-zag ribbons, see figures
5.15 and 5.16. In zig-zag ribbons the bond angles change to reduce the angle between the
bond direction and the direction of the applied load for all bonds except those aligned
perpendicular to the ribbon axis, as can be seen in figure 5.13. The non-perpendicular
bonds can resist the applied load using two separate deformation mechanisms, first by
bond angle deformation and then bond elongation. This allows the ribbon to deform to a
greater extent compared with armchair ribbons. By contrast, armchair ribbons resist the
tensile load by bond elongation of bonds parallel to the ribbon axis as shown in figures
5.10 and 5.8. For odd numbered armchair ribbons the number of axially aligned bonds
varies along the length between (N + 1)/2 and (N − 1)/2. The applied load must be
transmitted through the narrower section, which means they will deform to a greater
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extent and fail before the axially aligned bonds in the wider section. Zig-zag ribbons of
similar width have an index equal to the (N + 1)/2 section and will possess the same
number of bonds but they will be aligned at 30◦ to the ribbon axis. For example, in the
AGNR9 ribbon (see figure 5.8) the number of bonds alternates between four and five, as
we move along its length, compared to the ZGNR5 ribbon (see figure 5.12) which has five
bonds across its width. These ribbons have similar widths, 9.83 Å for the AGNR9 and
9.26 Å for ZGNR5 yet the zig-zag ribbon is stronger and has a higher strain at failure.
The even numbered armchair ribbons are generally weaker than odd numbered armchair
ribbons due to their lack of mirror symmetry about the ribbon axis. This produces
an uneven distribution of the load across the width of the ribbon, as can be seen in
figure 5.10, with bonds at the edges carrying more load than others. Thus the higher
strength and stiffness of the zig-zag ribbons is due to the presence of an additional bond
compared to odd numbered armchair ribbons of similar width. As the width is increased
the negative factors affecting the armchair ribbons have less impact so it is expected
that the Young’s modulus and tensile strength will converge towards the values for bulk
graphene. However, the strain at failure for the zig-zag ribbons will always be greater
than armchair ribbons due to the differences in the deformation mechanisms.
5.3.4 Mechancical properties of experimentally derived nanoribbon
structures
The three experimentally derived graphene nanoribbon structures present a variety of
mechanical properties and failure mechanisms. Force-strain curves for the ribbons are
shown in figure 5.23. The calculation of the Young’s modulus and strength are com-
plicated by the problem of the varying widths of the nanoribbons leading to a varying
cross-sectional area. Figure 5.23 indicates that the cove-type ribbon has the greatest
strain at failure and that it fragments in a single event. This is not the case for the other
ribbons which undergo multiple bond scission events before fragmentation and each event
causes significant changes to their structures. The chevron-type ribbon has a particular
interesting failure mechanism due to the occurrence out-of-plane buckling as the ribbon
is stretched. The tension in the ribbon is plotted simultaneously with the bond length
of the first carbon-carbon bond which undergoes scission in figure 5.24. The ribbon re-
mains planar until just after the peak in the force-displacement curve and then it buckles
producing a discontinuity in the force-strain curve. The bond closest to the ribbon edge
at the inside of the corner of the ribbon is significantly strained at this point and shows a
bond length greater than the predicted peak restorative force determined from the Clar’s
goblet structure discussed in chapter 4. Although the bond is strained beyond this point
it continues to provide some counter acting force against the applied load upto a strain
of 0.191. If the applied load is removed before this strain value then the structure should
recover its original form. The stiffness of the ribbon is proportional to the gradient of
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Figure 5.23: The stress-strain curves for the three experimentally derived nanoribbons. The cove-type
shows the highest tensile strength followed by the para-armchair and then the chevron-type nanoribbon.
The cove-type ribbon undergoes a catastrophic failure at a strain of ≈ 0.2 whereas the para- and chevron-
type ribbons fail in a progressive manner with individual bonds breaking one by one causing the structures
to change shape.
Table 5.1: Peaks in tension of the ribbon and the strain values at which they occur.









the curve in figure 5.23 so before failure the stiffness will pass through zero and become
negative. The behaviour of the ribbon is unlike most macroscopic structures in that the
post-buckling behaviour is still entirely elastic: the deformation will be fully reversed once
the ribbon is unloaded. This complex failure mechanism is not seen in the para-armchair
nanoribbon even though its wiggling structure has some similarities to the chevron-type
nanoribbon
The peak forces and strain at failure values are shown in table 5.1 alongside values
for a selection of zig-zag and armchair ribbons. The cove-type ribbon can be thought
of as an augmented ZGNR4 nanoribbon, see figure 5.25(a), and, similarly, the para-
type ribbon as an augmented AGNR9 ribbon, see figure 5.25(b). Comparison of the
values for ZGNR4 and the cove-type ribbons indicates that the cove-type is weaker than
the comparable zig-zag ribbon and the same is found for the para-type and AGNR9
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Figure 5.24: The tension in the ribbon (red) and bond length of the most stretched bond (blue) as a
function of the strain in the nanoribbon. The peak in the tension corresponds to the peak restorative
force for the bonds undergoing the greatest strain. Beyond that point the tension decreases and the
ribbon extends finding new lower energy conformations in a step-like manner caused by the breaking of
other bonds.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.25: The structures of (a) para-armchair and (b) cove-type nanoribbons with the structures of
ZGNR4 and AGNR9 highlighted in red.
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ribbons. The difference in the strain at failure values between the standard ribbons
and their augmented experimentally derived counterparts shows more variation than the
peak tension values. The para-type ribbon fails at a much lower strain than the AGNR9
ribbon whereas the cove-type ribbon fractures at only slightly less strain than ZGNR4.
The reasons for this have not been investigated here but it appears likely to be to do with
size of the augmentations or whether the augmented structures possess mirror symmetry
across the ribbon axis.
The experimentally derived nanoribbon structures show a variety of different behaviour
compared with the conventional armchair and zig-zag nanoribbons. The structure of
the chevron-types nanoribbon is similar to an AGNR15 ribbon but with sections cut
away from the top and bottom edges in an alternating manner but at its narrowest
section it is similar to an AGNR9 ribbon. Like both of these ribbons, which belong to
the N = 3m family, it has a fully benzenoid electronic structure as do the cove-type
and para-armchair ribbons. The characteristic conjugated π-orbitals that are present in
the N = 3m armchair ribbons (figure 5.18(a)) can also be seen in the experimentally
derived ribbons, see figure 5.26). The electronic structure of the cove-type ribbon is
fundamentally different to those of the zig-zag nanoribbon family. Zig-zag nanoribbons
are not fully benzenoid (see figures 5.2(c) 5.2(d)) and contain unpaired electrons whereas
the cove-type does not.
5.4 Conclusions
This work has investigated the tensile mechanical properties of a variety of graphene
nanoribbons. Initial tests to determine the effect of the size of the simulation cell were
performed. The relationship between the π-orbitals of the ribbons and the tensile prop-
erties was investigated and the results compared.
Armchair nanoribbons were shown to possess three different orbital structures depending
on their index. The impact of this on their moduli has been examined and explained.
Armchair ribbons with the lowest bandgap, the N = 3m+ 2 family, were found to have
the lowest tensile stiffness and the greatest Poisson’s ratio. This was explained by their
π-orbitals occurring on bonds aligned parallel to the ribbon axis. The N = 3m+1 family
of armchair ribbons was shown to have the highest stiffness and lowest Poisson’s ratio
due to their π-orbital structure. The fully benzenoid N = 3m family was shown to posses
π-orbital aromatic rings which resulted in mechanical properties similar to those seen in
the N = 3m + 1 family. Zig-zag GNRs were shown to have higher modulus, strength
and strain at failure than AGNRs which suggest they may be better for use as polymer
reinforcement particles for nanocomposites. However, fewer types of ZGNR have been
synthesised than AGNRs so it may be better to consider structures such as the cove-type
GNR.





Figure 5.26: Simulated STM images for (a) chevron-type, (b) para-armchair and (c) cove-type nanorib-
bons created using a STM tip height of 2.7 Å above the ribbon surface with tip bias of −1.0 V for the
chevron-type and −.75 V for the para-armchair and cove-type nanoribbons. The conjugated π-orbitals
are shown as blue rings similar to those seen in figure 5.18(a).
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to geometrically similar ZGNRs and have a comparable strain at failure. Para-type and
chevron-type GNRs were shown to have worse mechanical properties than comparable
AGNRs but chevron-type GNRs were shown to possess a non-linear response to applied
loads and a progressive failure mechanism. All the experimentally derived GNRs were
shown to possess a benzenoid structure containing aromatic rings.
The work presented here gives some insight into the mechanical behaviour of nanoribbon
structures. It should help in the design of both future nanoribbon structures as well as
guiding the selection of nanoribbons for use in nanocomposites.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future work
The work presented in this thesis has highlighted some of the difficulties associated with
atomistic material models. The most apparent problem is finding the correct balance
between accuracy and computational cost. This work has also highlighted the problems
associated with validating theoretically predicted values when experimentally derived
values may be unavailable. It also reinforces the importance of understanding the math-
ematical theory behind computational tools rather than just using them as a ‘black box.’
Careful consideration of the theory must be followed by applying the model to simple
systems before closely examining the results to validate the model. This work has shown
that several methods that produce reasonable quantitative values for certain properties
often struggle to reproduce accurate physical behaviour. The most important lesson that
can be learnt from this work is to use caution when applying atomistic simulations when
trying to calculate mechanical properties of solids. There are a number of specific results
and conclusions from chapters 3, 4 and 5 that are given consideration individually in the
following sections.
Atomistic finite element method
In chapter 3 a number of boron nitride nanotubes were modelled using a molecular
mechanics force field, the universal force field (UFF), and an atomistic finite element
method (AFEM). The AFEM method represents the BNNT with a beam model to de-
scribe the interatomic forces between bonded atoms using parameters derived from the
UFF. A simple method for calculating the piezoelectric tensor entries was introduced that
used atomic polarisabilities and partial atomic charges calculated using an electroneg-
ativity equalisation scheme. Results for the AFEM model were calculated using both
Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko deep shear beams to describe the interatomic forces.
Calculated values for the tensile Young’s modulus and the shear modulus for the BNNTs
showed that the Timoshenko beam model underestimated these properties by factors of
3 and 5 respectively. The Euler-Bernoulli beam model performed better than the Tim-
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oshenko model but it also underestimated the moduli compared to the values calculated
using standard molecular mechanics methods in this and other work [1, 2, 3, 4]. However,
these mechanical properties are calculated based on atomic displacements so the work
in chapter 3 also analysed these to study the differences between the two models. This
indicated that the two methods modelled the reaction to the applied strains in signifi-
cantly different ways. The piezoelectric tensor coefficients calculated with these methods
varied quantitatively and the trend relating them to the chiral angle of the BNNTs when
applying tensional loading was qualitatively different. These differences were shown to
be related to the differences in atomic displacements between the AFEM and molecular
mechanics models.
Both the mechanical and piezoelectric properties were compared against data from avail-
able literature and the UFF results compared favourably. It reproduced the mechanical
properties of BNNTs seen in other work and qualitatively reproduced the trends for the
piezoelectric coefficients. The coefficients showed a stronger piezoelectric effect compared
to results produced using more accurate DFT calculations. This may have been due to
the method used for calculating the tensor entries or it may have been due to inaccurate
atomic displacements generated by the force field.
This work has shown the value of traditional molecular mechanics over the AFEM models.
It has also shown that molecular mechanics can be used to predict piezoelectric properties
with reasonable accuracy at a much lower computational cost compared to DFT.
Tensile mechanical bond strength
Chapter 4 examined different methods for calculating the interatomic forces between
carbon atoms that are being pulled apart by an externally applied mechanical force. A
variety of different methods were used to simulate the extension of carbon-carbon bonds
in a selection of small hydrocarbon molecules. The methods included reactive molecular
mechanics potentials (AIREBO, ReaxFF), density-functional tight-binding (DFTB3), a
selection of DFT functionals (PBE, B3LYP, B2PLYPD3) and a couple of post-Hartree-
Fock methods (MP2, CASSCF). Carbon-carbon bond extensions in ethene, ethane, trans-
β-butene, butane, isobutene and isobutane were considered using a relaxed scanning
approach. This involved changing the bond length between two carbons in a stepwise
manner and freezing their nuclear coordinates, while allowing the rest of the molecule
to relax at each step. From this the peak restorative force between the two carbon
atoms, effectively the peak tension in the bond, and the bond length at which the peak
occurred was determined. A similar process was also used to investigate fragmentation
of the Clar’s goblet structure in order to study these properties in polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon molecules.
The results showed several trends. Firstly, the measured quantities were related with
the bond order. Double bonds have a higher peak tension than the resonant bonds of
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the Clar’s goblet structure which in turn have a larger peak tension than those of single
bonds. The bond lengths at which these peaks occurred showed the opposite trend with
single bonds having the longest lengths at peak tension and double bonds the shortest.
The peak tension values did vary from one molecule to the other regardless of bond order.
The electronic structure calculations were in broad agreement on the peak tension values
showing similar variations across the simulated structures. Although the set of structures
was very small there was some indication that bonds involving tertiary carbon atoms are
weaker than those involving secondary carbon atoms. One interesting point is that the
bond lengths that correspond to the peaks were all within about 2% of each other when
calculated using electronic structure methods.
The molecular mechanics results were less impressive. The ReaxFF potential predicted
values for the peak tension that were at least twice the size of the electronic structure
calculations. It also showed significant variation in the corresponding bond lengths for
the single bonds. The mean value with this method was 1.97±0.11 Å where the electronic
structure methods had predicted a mean value of 1.95± 0.02 Å. The AIREBO potential
did show consistency in the results but it did predict peak tensions ≈ 15% lower than
the electronic structure methods and shorter corresponding bond lengths.
The density-functional tight-binding method was applied using three different parametri-
sations. It was found that only one of the parameter sets was able to reproduce physically
sensible behaviour over the range of bond lengths considered. This method reproduced
the trends for peak tension seen in the density-functional theory and perturbation theory
results and the corresponding bond lengths were also in agreement to within 2.3 %.
Overall this work highlights the difficulty in finding accurate ways to simulate bond
breaking in a computationally efficient manner. Here the conclusion is that the DFTB3
method, with the appropriate parameter set (3ob), is appropriate for further investiga-
tions involving graphene nanoribbons.
Mechanical properties of graphene nanoribbons
The work in chapter 5 built upon the work in chapter 4 by using its findings regarding the
applicability of computational methods to larger structures. Two methods, AIREBO and
DFTB3 were used to simulate the extension to failure of a number of different graphene
nanoribbon structures. The ribbons were modelled using periodic boundary conditions
and were stretched by increasing the dimensions of the periodic cell. The cell length was
increased in a stepwise fashion with relaxation of the nuclear coordinates at each step.
The forces and stresses on the periodic cell were then used to calculate the stress in the
ribbon. The simulations were performed over a large range of tensile strain values to
try and capture the fragmentation of the ribbon. The importance on the length of the
periodic cell was investigated to ensure that the failure mechanism of the ribbon was not
affected by the number of repeats used in the cell.
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Most of the ribbons failed in a catastrophic manner, breaking into two or more frag-
ments either at or shortly after the peak stress except for the even numbered armchair
nanoribbons. These ribbons generally failed in a progressive manner such that a fracture
is bridged by a string of carbon atoms which grows by pulling an atom off the lattice of
the larger fragment. This is associated with this type of ribbon’s lack of mirror symmetry
about the ribbon axis unlike the other ribbons studied. Zig-zag ribbons were shown to be
stronger than armchair ribbons and also to have a greater strain at failure. The tensile
mechanical strength of zig-zag ribbons was also shown to be inversely proportional to
their width whereas the strength of armchair ribbons did not. An interesting result was
found in the behaviour of the Young’s modulus of armchair graphene nanoribbons. The
ribbons can be divided into three families based on their index number and these families
show different trends in their tensile moduli. These families are well known to have differ-
ent band gaps. Although a relationship between the families and their moduli has been
previously reported [5] the trends shown here indicate an inverse relationship between
the width and the modulus, instead of the previously reported proportional relationship.
This behaviour was explained by examining the electronic structure of the three families
using simulated scanning tunnelling microscope images and Clar structures.
Three experimentally derived nanoribbon structures were also investigated: Chevron-
type, cove-type and para-armchair graphene nanoribbons. The cove-type ribbon has a
tensile strength close to that of armchair ribbons but a greater strain at failure. It is
difficult to define a width for these ribbons due to the oscillating nature of the edges,
which makes it difficult to define the dimensions needed to calculate strengths and moduli.
However, the cove-type ribbon shows behaviour similar to zig-zag ribbons.
The failure mechanism of the chevron-type ribbon was also examined in some detail as it
fails in a piecewise manner and undergoes out-of-plane buckling during this process. This
leads to a highly non-linear stress-strain response albeit with a much reduced strength
and initial stiffness. This behaviour could make them useful for reinforcing rubbers and
some thermoplastics. The cove-type ribbons show excellent mechanical properties that
could make them exceptional nanoreinforcement for most polymers.
Future work
A most important aspect of developing graphene nanoribbons for use in nanocompos-
ites is finding strategies to disperse the ribbons evenly throughout the matrix during
manufacture and to consider how the ribbons interact with the polymer matrix. Adding
functional groups to the ribbons before mixing them into the polymer would improve
dispersability and increase the load transfer between a polymer matrix and the ribbons.
Some initial work was performed on adding functional groups to the edges on chevron-
type ribbons but there was insufficient time to conclude this study. This work should be
expanded to try and predict the structures that are likely to be produced during stochas-
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tic functionalisation of nanoribbons. Different functional groups could be studied and
the tensile strength of the bonds connecting the ribbons to the polymer determined. This
would allow large and realistic models of nanocomposite materials made of nanoribbons
covalently bonded into polymer networks. These models would then be able to provide
insight into how to improve the design of nanocomposite materials.
Another interesting problem relates to how experimentally produced ribbons form and,
most importantly, what causes them to stop growing. Most of the ribbons that have
been produced using the on-surface synthesis method have finite lengths of about 30 nm.
Understanding what causes the growth of these chains to stop would be highly valuable
as it could provide information on how to control ribbon length. Such computational
investigations could examine possible catalysts and chemical control of the environment
around the ribbons with the aim of increasing ribbon length. Better theoretical un-
derstanding of the chemical reactions that occur in this process might also help in the
search for better precursor molecules or molecules that could create novel shaped ribbons
or nanostructures.
The mechanical strength of molecular bonds also requires further investigation. The work
shown here only considered changes to bond lengths of carbon-carbon bonds and only
internuclear distance was considered. This could be extended by considering different
elements and by examining the effect on the mechanical strength of bonds when bond
angles and dihedral torsions are also restricted. Investigating this effect may help find
useful mechanically activated reaction pathways.
There is an unanswered question about the behaviour of graphene nanoribbons that is
also worthy of investigation. It is widely reported, and has been seen in the results in
chapter 5, that as the width of GNRs is increased their properties tend towards those
of an infinite sheet of graphene. It would be interesting to investigate the transition
behaviour from nanoribbon to infinite sheet given the importance of the edge shape to
the electronic and mechanical properties. The length scales over which this transition
occurs could be probed and the effect on the electronic properties as the ribbon index is
increased to ever larger values investigated.
Finally, it would be useful to investigate bending of nanoribbons or the mechanical prop-
erties of ribbons while in a buckled state. Any long thin nanostructure is likely to become
bent when mixed into a polymer and is likely to be subject to out-of-plane loads. The
response of ribbons in these situations would be necessary to help predict and explain
the properties of GNR reinforced polymer nanocomposites.
Closing remarks
This work has investigated the mechanical properties of nanostructures using theoretical
methods. It has provided insight into the reliability of the computational methods for
calculating such properties, and produced a number of new insights and predictions.
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There are still many unanswered questions about these structures and their behaviour
that are of interest from the view point of basic science. There is also a lot of work
to be done to understand how to achieve the most efficient use of nanostructures in
polymer based nanocomposites. Hopefully this work has shown the potential of graphene
nanoribbons to act as a reinforcement particle in composite materials and to highlight
the difficulties and limits associated with the modelling methods which can be used to
simulate their behaviour.
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